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USU scientists examine effects of global warming
By CHELSEY GENSEL
staff writer

The terms “global warming” and “climate
change” have come to be used interchangeably,
said Rob Davies, research faculty in the physics
department who will be teaching a class about
climate change spring semester.
“For most purposes, either term is fine,” he
said.
Larry Hipps, professor of climate and biometeorology, said the confusion comes from not
understanding the natural change of the earth’s
climate over time and the comparatively recent
changes that most scientists agree humans are
responsible.
Hipps said over thousands of years, the earth
cycles through ice ages and interglacial periods,
and there is data to support these cycles that
goes back more than million years.
“These cycles are reasonably well understood,” Hipps said.
Carbon dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere
throughout these cycles has ranged from 210
parts per million (ppm) and 270 ppm globally,
during warmer periods, including at the beginning of the industrial revolution. The current
atmospheric CO2 level is 389 ppm.
The term global warming is used to describe
the changes in the CO2 level since the industrial
revolution, which appears to be caused by taking carbon in the ground and releasing it into
the atmosphere.
“The global climate is being interfered with
in a way that it hasn’t before, because man hasn’t
been here to do it. We’re superimposing new
additions to the atmosphere, and they’re big
additions,” Hipps said.
The reason CO2 levels are used to monitor
climate change is because the gas traps energy
that would normally leave the planet’s atmosphere, acting as what Hipps called a “partial

blanket.”
He said current concerns are whether high
levels of CO2 will modify the climate and, if so,
how.
When the phenomenon of global warming was
first understood by scientists in 1824, few took
any stock in it. Hippos said many atmospheric
scientists didn’t think a large enough amount of
CO2 was being emitted and it wasn’t a serious
cause for concern.
“When it was presented in classes when I was
in college,” Hipps said, “people were sort of waiting for it to happen. There has been a bad connection between scientists and society, because
it is happening now and it is serious.”

He said global warming came
to the forefront
of world issues rapidly because several things
happened, or were noticed, at once. Temperature
records began to show rapid warming in global
averages, and not only did they show warming
but they showed exponential growth, he said.
Additionally, scientists began to study recent
ice melting and permafrost thawing. The issue
quickly became publicized and politicized when
government entities received reports of the melting, thawing and other factors.
A few years ago, Al Gore’s documentary “An
Inconvenient Truth” was released to much hubbub in various circles, Hipps said.

The movie “can’t be discounted,” Hipps said. “It
caused controversy and attracted attention.”
USU established the Utah State Climate
Center, which studies climate as well as climate
change, and the center is directed by USU professor Rob Gillies. Gillies and Davies give talks
to school, environmental and church groups,
corporations and government entities about the
current issues and applications of their research
on global warming.
One of the most common misconceptions is
that the earth is now actually cooling, Davies
said. Although some data show temperatures
have gone down since 1998, he said climate
change is about the long-term averages and
trends, rather than short-term variability.
He cited an example in which the Associated
Press gave a graph to statisticians with no explanation that it was temperature data and asked
them to identify a downward trend. None of
them could do so.
“The way we know today’s climate change
is different is by studying past cycles,” Davies
said. “We look at what naturally causes climate
change and ask if any of those factors are present now.”
Hipps said there are three main questions to
address when discussing global warming. The
first is, “Is the globe warming now?” which is
no longer under debate in the scientific community, he said.
“There is a lot of information, incontrovertible evidence. The data is there,” he said.
The second question raised, “Is the warming a natural function of the earth or the result
of human action?” Hipps said the scientific
community has attacked this issue from a variety of angles and 98 percent have come to the
“overwhelming” conclusion that the changes are
caused by humans. He cautioned the 98 percent

- See CO2, page 4

Food Fashion takes recycling to the next level
By SARI MONTRONE
staff writer

Leaves, garbage bags, wrappers and bottle caps were some
of the items modeled on the runway Wednesday evening in the
Eccles Confrence Center as part of a class project to promote the
importance of recycling.
Professor Lindsey Shirley’s Dress and Humanities class put on
the Recycle and Redesign Fashion Show and used only recycled
materials to create its garments. The fashion show has been done
in previous semesters by the class. This year, a group of ambitious
students – many public relations major – decided to start a fashion show committee and turn the class assignment into something the community and campus could see, said Holly Haider, a
junior majoring in public relations.
“It was a really fun and creative assignment and we wanted to
let everyone see what the class came up with,” Haider said.
There were over 20 costumes modeled at the fashion show and
all of them had their own theme. “Beleaf Me,” was the name of
one group’s outfit made of sticks, feathers and leaves. “Eye candy,”
was an outfit made from junk food wrappers. Haider said one of
the models wore tall platform shoes made out of newspapers and
bottle caps.
“My group’s theme was ‘Go Green Extreme.’ We made a futuristic looking outfit made of grocery bags and garbage bags painted silver,” Haider said, “We made it for the year 2055; my favorite
part of the outfit was our tutu skirt,” she said.
To get into the fashion show, guests were required to bring a
can of food to donate to the Cache Valley Food Bank. The fashion
show was held Nov. 11, as a reminder to make a wish, Haider
said. She said the fashion show committee hoped it would make
some holiday wishes come true for the less fortunate with the
food collected.
The committee was expecting about 100 people to come but
more than 200 filled the seats, aisles and all other open spaces,
Haider said. Shirley was forced to stop letting people in because it
was becoming a fire hazard.
“If we knew it would be this big we would have had it somewhere else,” Haider said.
Kayla Henderson, an undeclared junior, said from what she
observed people seemed to really enjoy themselves and she was
astounded by the way the students from her class invested themselves in the project. She said one group spent 30 hours making a
woven purse from paper material and this was only one piece of
the complete ensemble.

Inside This Issue

RECYCLE REDESIGN FASHION SHOW, in the Eccles Conference Center, Room 303. Wednesday, Nov. 11, 2009. This wedding dress,
worn by Brittany Romney, sophomore in bioveterinary science, was made primarily of balloons and wore a dress titled “popping down the
aisle.” RACHEL A. CHRISTENSEN photo

After making a skirt and top of her own from newspaper and
old T-shirts, Henderson said she realized creating clothing is
easier than she initially imagined. She said it was interesting to
see the possibilities recycling brings to the table – absolutely anything can be reformed and made into an item of clothing.
“I think it would be an awesome idea to make the fashion
show even bigger next year because a lot of people would enjoy it,
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Henderson said. It really gets the awareness out that recycling can
be fun. It just goes to show that recycling can be a lot of fun.”
The Recycle and Redesign fashion show was a “big hit,” and
making it a larger-scale production will potentially be a new tradition in Shirley’s class, Haider said.
– sari.e.montrone@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Celebs&People
NEW YORK (AP) — CNN
moved swiftly to replace Lou
Dobbs in its nightly lineup
with John
King,
who said
Thursday
that all
views would
be welcome
DOBBS
on his politically-oriented talk show when
it debuts early next year.
Dobbs’ abrupt exit prompted a victory lap by advocacy
groups that had sought his
ouster for outspokenness, particularly on illegal immigration. But CNN President Jon
Klein said their pressure had
nothing to do with the decision.

NewsBriefs
Women face tough
choices on abortion
NEW YORK (AP) —
Millions of American women
will face tough choices about
abortion coverage if restrictions
in the House health care bill
become law, both sides in the
abortion debate agree.
Divisions over abortion are
a major obstacle in President
Barack Obama’s push for health
care overhaul, with both sides
arguing over how to apply
current law that bars taxpayer
dollars for abortions in a totally
new landscape.

LateNiteHumor
David Letterman, Nov. 11,
2009 – Top 10 (No Category).
10. Replace beef with Canada
geese – it’s a Sullen-burger.
9. ”Words George W. Bush
Can’t Pronounce” for a hundred, Alex.
8. Claimed she could see
Russian dressing from her
house.
7. Vibrating underpants.
6. Don’t look now but Kate
Hudson’s dating the Balloon
Boy’s crazy dad.
5. Screw Thomas Edison
– this blanket has sleeves!
4. Idiots who answer the
phone, “Yello?”
3. You’re not Mrs. Paul and
that’s no fish stick.
2. Is there anything in the
health care plan to help
Sammy Sosa’s face?
1. So desperate to get out of
town you’ll fly Northwest.

Palin in book: McCain aides kept me ‘bottled up’
NEW YORK (AP) — The rumors are true, according to Sarah Palin: The McCain-Palin campaign was
not a happy family.
In Palin’s new memoir, “Going Rogue,” she confirms reports of tension between her aides and those
of the 2008 Republican presidential candidate, Sen.
John McCain. The vice presidential candidate confirms
that she had wanted to speak on election night, but was
denied the chance and says she was kept “bottled up”
from reporters during the campaign.
Palin also writes harshly of CBS anchor Katie
Couric, whom she describes as “badgering” and biased.
Palin’s series of interviews with Couric were widely
regarded as disastrous, leaving the impression of an illinformed candidate who was unsuited for the job.
The 413-page book with 16 pages of color photos but no index comes out Tuesday, Nov. 17. The
Associated Press purchased a copy Thursday. “Going
Rogue,” with a first printing of 1.5 million copies,
has been at or near the top of Amazon.com and
other best-seller lists for weeks, ever since publisher
HarperCollins announced that the book had been
completed quickly and the release date was being
moved up from next spring.
The book follows Palin from childhood to her
departure last summer as Alaska governor. It includes
much of what her admirers, and detractors, expected:
tributes to family and faith and patriotism, and attacks
against the media and other perceived opponents.
She writes about the “jaded aura” of professional
campaign aides and how McCain’s entourage limited her access to the media, leading to allegations
– unfounded, she says – that she was avoiding reporters.
And she says that most of her legal bills were
generated defending what she called frivolous ethics
complaints, but she reveals that about one-tenth of the
$500,000 was a bill she received to pay for the McCain
campaign vetting her for the VP nod.
She said when she asked the McCain campaign if it
would help her financially, she was told McCain’s camp
would have paid all the bills if he’d won; since he lost,
the vetting legal bills were her responsibility.
Written with Lynn Vincent, “Going Rogue” is folksy

in tone and homespun. For example, Palin says her
efforts to award a license for a massive natural gas
transmission line through Alaska was turning a pipe
dream into a pipeline. She writes in awe about how the
McCain campaign had hired a New York stylist who
had also worked on Couric.
Taken aback by all the fussing, she wondered who
was paying for the $150,000 worth of fancy clothes
given to her and her family members by the campaign.
Family members were told it was being taken care of
or was “part of the convention.” The designer clothing,
hairstyling and accessories later grew into a controversy.

Salt Lake OKs gay rights laws with Mormon backing
SALT LAKE CITY (AP)
— The Mormon church for
the first time has announced
its support of gay rights
legislation, an endorsement
that helped gain unanimous
approval for Salt Lake City
laws banning discrimination
against gays in housing and
employment.
The Utah-based church’s
support ahead of Tuesday
night’s vote came despite its
steadfast opposition to gay
marriage, reflected in the highprofile role it played last year in
California’s Proposition 8 ballot measure that barred such
unions.
“The church supports these
ordinances because they are
fair and reasonable and do not
do violence to the institution
of marriage,” said Michael
Otterson, the director of public
affairs for The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints.
Passage made Salt Lake City
the first Utah community to
prohibit bias based on sexual
orientation or gender identity.
Under the two new ordinances,
it is illegal to fire someone
from their job or evict someone
from their residence because
they are lesbian, bisexual, gay
or transgender.
Utah lawmakers tend to
quickly fall in line when the

influential church makes a rare
foray into legislative politics.
So Tuesday’s action could have
broad effects in this highly
conservative state where more
than 80 percent of lawmakers
and the governor are church
members.
“What happened here
tonight I do believe is a historic
event,” said Brandie Balken,
director of the gay rights advocacy group Equality Utah. “I
think it establishes that we can
stand together on common
ground that we don’t have to
agree on everything, but there
are lot of things that we can
work on and be allies.”
But the church has pointed
out an inherent dispute it
has with gay relationships.
Mormonism considers traditional marriages central to
God’s plan. Gays are welcome
in church, but must remain
celibate to retain church callings and full membership.
Its strong support for
Proposition 8 in California
last year drew a sharp reaction
from gay rights supporters
nationwide, with many protesting outside temples that
singled out Mormons as the
key culprits in restricting the
rights of gay couples.
Since then, however, Utah’s
gay community has sought
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THE BOOK COVER image released by Harper,
“Going Rogue: An American Life,” by Sarah Palin.
AP photo

Palin shares behind-the-scene moments when the
nation learned her teen daughter Bristol was pregnant,
how she rewrote the statement prepared for her by
the McCain campaign — only to watch in horror as a
TV news anchor read the original McCain camp statement, which, in Palin’s view, glamorized and endorsed
her daughter’s situation.
Palin laments that she wasn’t allowed to bring up
loads of family members to the stage while McCain
gave his election night concession speech, the vice presidential candidate having found out minutes earlier
that she wouldn’t be permitted to give her own speech.
She writes that ABC newsman Charles Gibson, who
had an early interview with her, seemed bored by “substantive issues” stemming from her time as governor
and that while speaking with her he “peered skeptically” at her over his glasses like a disapproving principal.
She writes at length about Couric. She says that the
idea to meet with Couric came from McCain campaign
aide Nicolle Wallace, who told Palin that Couric – also
a working mother – liked and admired her. It would be
a favor to Couric, too, whom Palin notes had the lowest
ratings of the network anchors. Wallace said Couric
suffered from low self-esteem. And Palin replied that
she almost began to “feel sorry” for Couric.
She alleges that Couric and CBS left out her
more “substantive” remarks and settled for “gotcha”
moments. She writes that Couric had a “partisan agenda” and a condescending manner. Couric was “badgering,” biased and far easier on Couric’s Democratic
counterpart, Joe Biden.
She writes warmly of her childhood and her mother’s “nurturing, hospitable” personality. Her priorities
were set early – faith (she would read Scripture each
night before bed), hunting, current events and sports
(she even dreamed of being a broadcaster alongside
Howard Cosell). She remembers being a voracious
reader, favorites including John Steinbeck’s “The Pearl”
and George Orwell’s “Animal Farm.” Long before
Tina Fey parodied her on “Saturday Night Live,” Palin
enjoyed watching the show as a girl.
She met her future husband, Todd Palin, in 1982.
He was good-looking and mature, like no one she had
ever known. He was quiet, gruff, strong, spiritual.
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to engage church leaders in
quiet conversations to help
foster better understanding,
said Valerie Larabee, executive director of the Utah Pride
Center.
“I thought this conversation
would never come to be while
I was here in Salt Lake City,”
said Larabee, adding that the
discussions have shifted her
perspective of what’s possible
and could foreshadow a different relationship between the
two sides.
But addressing the council
on Tuesday, Otterson said the
endorsement is not a shift in
the church’s position on gay
rights and stressed it “remains
unequivocally committed to
defending the bedrock foundation of marriage between a
man and a woman.”
Church support for the ordinances is due in part to the way
the legislation was drafted to
protect those rights. Exceptions
in the legislation allow churches to maintain, without penalty, religious principles and
religion-based codes of conduct
or rules.
“In drafting these ordinances, the city has granted commonsense rights that should
be available to everyone, while
safeguarding the crucial rights
of religious organizations,”

MICHAEL OTTERSON, managing director of the public affairs
office for The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, reads a
supporting statement from the LDS Church during a public hearing
before the Salt Lake City Council Tuesday. AP photo

Otterson said Tuesday.
Previous Utah legislation
that sought statewide protections for the gay community
did not contain those exceptions.
And although this was the
church’s first public endorsement of specific legislation, it
is not the first time the church
has voiced support for some
gay rights. In August 2008, the
church issued a statement saying it supports gay rights related to hospitalization, medical
care, employment, housing or
probate as long as they “do not
infringe on the integrity of the

traditional family or the constitutional rights of churches.”
Last year, church leaders
were silent on a package of
gay rights bills known as the
Common Ground Initiative,
dooming them from the start,
despite the bill having the
support of the most popular
governor in state history, Jon
Huntsman. Huntsman resigned
this summer to become U.S.
ambassador to China.
His successor, Gov. Gary
Herbert, has repeatedly said it
shouldn’t be illegal to discriminate against someone for being
gay.
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Internet safety crucial in shielding hackers
By GABE HAMPTON
Statesman correspondent

USU students can deter hackers and save themselves some money by becoming “Internet skeptics” and frequently updating computer software,
a campus technology security official reminded
students Thursday afternoon.
Bob Bayn, the USU information technology
security team coordinator, said the purpose of the
IT security department is not to provide students
with a “safe Internet” but to provide them with “a
safer Internet environment.”
Bayn showed the group a computer program
that monitors all Internet activity on campus,
a program he called a network visualizer. The
network visualizer showed a screen with green
dots marking all campus computers connected
to the Internet. Contrasting the green dots were
flurries of white blinking dots representing hackers attempting to hack into the USU network.
Referring to the hackers, Bayn said their attempts
“are going on incessantly.”
Bayn said there are two types of hackers - mischief makers and commercial hackers. He said the
number of mischief makers “pales in comparison
to the number of commercial hackers.”
“Commercial hackers put programs on your
computer that will intercept what you do. They’re
favorite thing is to get your credit card number.
They also like Social Security numbers and birth
dates,” Bayn said.
He said one of the methods hackers prefer is
accessing your computer through peer-to-peer
file sharing programs like Limewire. Bayn said
many people don’t realize that once they have
downloaded a file through a peer-to-peer Web
site not only are they allowing hackers access to
their computer they are also unknowingly sharing
the downloaded content with others and possibly
using the university’s network to commit a copyright infringement.
While referring to peer-to-peer file sharing,
Bayn said, “Once you install it your file is available
on the Internet for anyone who wants to use it, and
one of those other users out there is the recording
industry.”
Bayn said when a student uses a bit torrent file
program to “share and steal copyrighted material,”
Bayn receives an e-mail from the recording industry or other media companies informing him of
the infringement. He then notifies the student of
the infringement through e-mail. He said the penalties for students violating copyrights range from
disabling access to the USU network for first-time
offenders, to litigation from the affected industry
for repeat offenders.
Bayn said when compared to other universities,
copyright violations at USU are a minor problem.
He said he receives only “several e-mails a week”
from industries informing him of violations,
while schools like “Northwestern, Penn State and
Arizona State get hundreds a week.”
Bayn said the other method that hackers use to
gain access to computers is through e-mail. He said
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Seminar welcomes
RNA activity expert

IT SECURITY TEAM COORDINATOR Bob Bayn spoke to students and stressed the importance of
installing programs onto computers after introducing them to a program displaying all hackers attempting to
corrupt USU’s network. MCT photo

hackers will send an e-mail claiming to be from
the IT department and inform users that there is
some type of problem with an e-mail or internet
account. They will then either attach a form for
students and staff to fill out or request a response
containing personal information such as user
names and passwords. These forms and e-mail
messages may even have the USU letterhead or
logo. Bayne said these e-mails “are all bogus.”
“No legitimate organization, including USU,
will ever ask you to send passwords or personal
information via e-mail. If we ask you for anything
it will be sent to your Aggie e-mail account from
an Aggie e-mail account,” Bayn said.
Bayn said a detailed scan of every computer on
the USU network is performed every Thursday,
probing individual addresses for possible breakdowns in security. On Friday an e-mail is sent
out to all “vulnerable computers” that have not
yet been compromised. The student has until
the following Tuesday to respond. If they do not,
access to the network is disabled and the student
is required to contact the IT security department
to re-allow access. If a computer has been compromised the student is required to pay $25 for re-

access to the network the first time and $50 every
time thereafter.
Bayn said to keep hackers out and to avoid
these fees, there are five things students can do to
protect themselves.
First, he said to keep the computer’s operating
system and programs such as Office Suite and
Adobe Reader up to date.
Second, he said to use an anti-virus program.
Third, Bayn said to program the computer’s
firewall to “block everything you don’t use or that
you are unfamiliar with.”
Fourth, Bayn said to make sure that the operating system is not openly sharing files.
Fifth, he said to “be an Internet skeptic.” He
said to avoid clicking on suspicious web links
and also not to open unknown or strange e-mail
attachments.
“Being an Internet skeptic is your last line of
defense,” he said.
Bayne said students who might be worried that
their computer has been accessed by a hacker can
take the computer to the service desk at the JQC
building for a free analysis. If the computer has
been compromised they will repair it for a fee.

USU hosts its last state Special Olympic games
By CATHERINE MEIDELL
news assistant writer

Every year, disabled members of
the community lace up their running shoes and adjust their goggles
after hours of practice to compete in
the Special Olympics, an event held
at USU once a year with competitors from all over the state. This is
the last year USU will host the state
Olympics; however, they will be held
in other locations.
The USU Special Olympics will be
cut due to budget and an overlap in
similar events organized throughout
the state.
The events will begin Saturday at
9:30 a.m. in the HPER Building and
Nelson Fieldhouse, where competitors will challenge their opponents
in swimming, basketball and dead
lifting. The participants are required
to be at least 8 years of age and diagnosed by a medical professional to
have some type of disability, said
Erin Whyte, USU’s Special Olympics
program director. Volunteers will
be accepted all day and must report
to the HPER Building, where they
will be assigned to take statistics for
basketball games, time swimmers,
distribute lunch and give out awards.
“I love to see athletes with tons
of medals around their neck and be
totally excited saying, ‘Look what
I did.’ It really empowers them,”
Whyte said.
All participants are given awards
for their outstanding efforts, Whyte
said. She said some of the athletes
cannot do more than float across the
pool, so they have their coaches help
them across. In Saturday’s basketball
tournament, each disabled athlete
will have a close friend or family
member as a team member, she said.
Each athlete must train for 20
hours to qualify for the Special
Olympics under the direction of
Tyler Huskinson’s assistant coaches.
Huskinson is the head of delegation
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TRAVIS ANDERSON flexes his muscle on the podium at last year’s Special
Olympics after winning his heat. Tyrus Snyder won second place and Conner
Pugmire received third. Photo courtesy of Erin Whyte

for Utah’s Special Olympics program
for Cache Valley. He goes in between
all of the training to support the athletes any way he can.
Huskinson said their training
involves the same type of activities
any Olympian would do in a regular
workout. The Special Olympics trainees start by taking a few laps around
the gym, stretch and progress into

more strength training and cardio.
Huskinson said he expects the same
thing out of his athletes as any other
coach: improving individually and
improving as a team. A total of 111
disabled athletes are involved in
USU’s Special Olympics.
“We work with all different levels
of ability and skill. We have enough
volunteers to divide practice up into

those skill levels,” Huskinson said.
Huskinson’s passion for Special
Olympics began when he was 11
years old, supporting his slightly
autistic brother in his athletic
endeavors. After attending many
of these events, Huskinson said he
cannot part with it even though his
brother is no longer involved. He
began training athletes at age 14 and
is now 23. Training the athletes, he
said, has helped him gain an appreciation for every person, disabled or
not. Though he does not ignore his
athletes disabilities, he can look past
them because of his experience working with the disabled. Every year,
Huskinson said he gets the better end
of the deal. The disabled people he
works with give him more than he
can give them, he said.
“It’s (Special Olympics) addicting;
it’s a drug. It’s like eating Pringles:
once you pop, you can’t stop,” he said.
This year, the Special Olympics
is themed the “7 Wonders of the
World” and is more than just sporting events. In between the events,
the athletes have the opportunity to
browse through “Olympic Town,”
stopping at different stations to get
their passport stamped, Whyte said.
When they have a stamp from every
station they turn the passport in and
are entered in a raffle to win gift
cards from Sizzler’s, Old Navy and
others. The grand prize winner will
receive a one-night stay at Beaver
Creek Inn.
When the day comes to a close,
the competitors are usually exhausted, Whyte said. The last project
Whyte is working on is a dance
and dinner held at 5:30 p.m. in the
Nelson Fieldhouse.
Huskinsons said, “They live for
(Special Olympics). It’s their thing
and they absolutely love it. You can
just see them get really excited for
it. They love showing off their talent
and they get a big kick out of it.”
– catherine.meidell@aggiemail.usu.edu

USU’s Department of Chemistry
and Biochemistry will welcome
renowned scientist Scott Strobel
of Yale University to campus
Wednesday, Nov. 18, as guest speaker for the 2009 R. Gaurth Hansen
Seminar Series.
Strobel, Henry Ford II Professor
and chair of the Department
of Molecular Biophysics and
Biochemistry, presents “RNA
Catalysis: Ribozymes, Ribosomes
and Riboswitches.” He will speak
at 4 p.m. in the Eccles Science
Learning Center, Room 046. His
presentation is free and open to all.
As a recognized expert on the
interface between chemical and
structural biology, Strobel has pioneered techniques used to study
RNA activity. He employs organic
synthesis and X-ray crystallography
to study RNA splicing, ribosomecatalyzed peptide bond formation
and RNA riboswitches.
With support from a $1 million
grant from the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute, Strobel developed a course in molecular biophysics and biochemistry for which he
leads a yearly bioprospecting expedition of students to varied rainforests to explore diverse ecosystems.
Among many honors, Strobel
is a recipient of the Schering
Plough Research Institute Award
offered by the American Society
of Biochemistry and Molecular
Biology and is a Howard Hughes
Medical Institute professor.

Energy lab furthers
biofuel research
USU answered the call, first by
becoming involved with the Utah
Science, Technology, and Research
(USTAR) initiative in 2007, and
now with the creation of the Energy
Dynamics Laboratory (EDL) in late
2009.
Energy powers everyday life.
From the cars, to computers, to heat
that warms homes, energy is relied
upon for multiple purposes. Because
of the rising costs and decreasing
availability of fossil fuels like oil,
natural gas and coal used to traditionally create energy, solutions
using alternative renewable energy
sources are needed.
There is a natural outgrowth of
initiatives at USU in the areas of
biofuels and advanced sensing and
imaging. EDL focuses the applied
research, development, design and
implementation of green, renewable
energy and environmental solutions
for government and commercial
customers. While the USU Biofuels
Center and Center for Advanced
Sensing and Imaging focus on early
stage research to create biofuels
from algae and new environmental
sensing methods, EDL takes it one
step further by creating larger-scale
prototypes and methods to implement the technologies that come
from USTAR research.

Symphony pianist
to perform recital
Acclaimed pianist Jason Hardink
will present a solo recital in USU’s
Performance Hall Thursday, Nov. 19,
at 7:30 p.m. The recital is presented by
the Department of Music in the Caine
School of the Arts.
Tickets are available in the Caine
School of the Arts Box Office (Fine
Arts 139-B, 435-797-8022), online
and at the door. Admission to the
public is $8 and USU students are free.
Children under the age of 8 should not
attend.
A pianist of unusual versatility and
depth, Hardink holds the position of
principal symphony keyboard at the
Utah Symphony.
As a sought after chamber musician, Hardink has appeared at the
Grand Teton Music Festival, Music
on the Hill and the Cascade Head
Chamber Music Festival. Hardink
formerly served as pianist for the
Pittsburgh New Music Ensemble and
is currently in his first season as the
artistic director of NOVA.

-Compiled from staff
and media reports
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Come Work AND Play in Alaska!
Now Hiring Driver‐Guides for all Alaska Locations!

Visit us in the Salt Lake Area
November 9th‐13th
We will be in the Salt Lake area interviewing
for the 2010 season.
Visit us at www.AlaskaTourJobs.com for a list
of events or to APPLY ONLINE
Recruiting Locations Include: BYU, UVU, SLCC
USU...Check the website for more details

CampusNews
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Warren Miller saga carves its 60th year

DRIVER‐GUIDES WANTED
~Summer Job Opportunity for 2010
~Paid Commercial Driver’s License & Tour
Guide Training—Local Provo Training Center
~Earn College Credit along with your CDL.
~Eligible for Season Completion Bonus.
~Travel Allowance to and from Alaska.
~Discounted Travel Privileges in Alaska and
and worldwide—Including Cruises.
~Great work experience in a beautiful
setting

For more information and to APPLY ONLINE visit www.AlaskaTourJobs.com
*Driver‐Guides must be 21 years of age and have a clean driving record.
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer.

USU’S FIRST VIEWING of the new “Warren Miller’s Dynasty” film was shown last night in the Kent Concert Hall. The film celebrates 60 years of Miller’s ski films. TYLER LARSON photo

WHY?

Refill your cartridges
& save up to 50%!

You save up to 50% vs.
buying a new cartridge.
Frequent Re-Filler
Program where the
10th one is FREE
Convenient Mall location
DROP & SHOP
We refill ALL brands
$3 credit for qualified
cartridge trade-in

VISIT US
at our kiosk in the
Cache Valley Mall
OR GIVE US A CALL
at 435-755-0270

2 Refills for the Price of 1
or
Get 50% off one refill!
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CO2: Partial blanket thickens
-continued from page 1

is made up of scientists who have a background
in climate-related fields, not scientists as a general population. He also said it is important to
remember that those 2 percent are not crazy,
they just have a different view.
“It isn’t that they think it isn’t caused by
humans,” he said. “It’s that they are not yet convinced we can prove it.”
Some people outside of science are still arguing the issue, and Hipps said some of them have
valid points but misleading information backing it up, which causes public confusion.
The final and biggest question Hipps poses is,
“How will the climate change in the next century because of what we’re doing?”
Scientists have climate distribution models
that can simulate or predict results for different regions across the planet given a certain
CO2 concentration. The lack of knowledge
about what is going to happen is because the
details are too complex to pinpoint, Hipps said.
Scientists are confident in their predictions of
where and how much the climate will change,
and where it might change the most and least,
but things like dividing the line between areas
of change and levels of precipitation are harder
to anticipate, Hipps said.
Hipps said the only thing to be done about
it on a large scale is to reduce carbon emissions
across the world, but decisions like how and
when and by how much has to come from society.
“The world’s people and governments have to
make that decision, science doesn’t make decisions,” Hipps said. “Science is responsible to tell
us what they know and the consequences of it,
but science hasn’t been successful in communicating with the public. Others have entered the
arena to create a debate.”
The debate will be taken to world governments when they convene in Copenhagen,
Denmark, for a new set of meetings that starts
in December. Hipps said the United States,
which didn’t ratify the Kyoto Protocol – an
intergovernmental treaty aimed at gradual
carbon emission reduction – will be attending
the Copenhagen summit. Hipps said he believes
the reason the U.S. is becoming more involved
in global warming is due to President Barack
Obama’s election, as well as recent congressional
elections.
Unfortunately, he said, the issue of global
warming has become political instead of solely
scientific, and the confusion surrounding the
issue has made it more difficult to take alreadydifficult actions.
“Carbon emissions are about energy, and
energy is used for so many things,” Hipps said.
“An entire economic system and, to some extent,
social system has developed using a model of
burning carbon if we need energy.”
The problem with the model is even if world
governments and groups come together to
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reduce the rate that carbon is emitted, what really needs to happen is reducing carbon emissions
in general, Hipps said, which is a long way off.
Because of the massive amounts of heat stored in
the ocean, the earth will still warm another onedegree Fahrenheit within the next generation
even if carbon emissions were completely cut off
tomorrow.
“It’s too late to stop it,” Hipps said.
According to the Kyoto Protocol, the current
CO2 level needs to be stabilized at 450 ppm
globally. A leading researcher in the field recently released a paper suggesting that the level
needs to be backpedaled and reduced to 350
ppm. Either of these would require huge reductions or the levels could rise to between 500-800
in the next century if emissions build at their
current rate, Hipps said.
Dissenters from those facts should not be
given equal credibility with scientists in the
field, Hipps said. He gave the analogy that if a
person who is overweight, smokes heavily, has a
stressful job and doesn’t eat well visits a doctor,
that doctor will tell him if he doesn’t change his
habits, he will die. The doctor cannot predict
when he will die or the exact cause of death,
but he can say with certainty that it will be a lot
worse if he doesn’t stop what he’s doing.
“Society understand the concept of risk. The
risks are just a new problem, and we’re running
out of time,” he said.
Consequences of global warming, Hipps
said, include disruption of food supply due to
drought and heat waves as well as flooding.
The water supply, especially if the Greenland ice
sheet melts, is probably not going to be enough
to ensure that everyone lives the way they’d to,
Hipps said. In the Western region, snow pack
will be drastically reduced and the ecosystems
that balance the higher latitudes will be severely
disrupted, he said. Any extreme weather conditions would become not only more frequent but
more extreme. Davies said the earth is warming
100 times faster than the warming that occurred
coming out of the last Ice Age.
Students and young people should be concerned because they are part of the story, Hipps
said.
“You’ll live it, good or bad,” Hipps said. “It’s a
big decision and the window is closing to make
it and implement it.”
If airlines said 3 percent of airplanes crashed
every day, that would be more than 1,000
planes, Davies said. Few people would want to
get on a plane. Now, up that ratio to the projected 50 percent. If that many planes were crashing every day, no one would get on a plane, “and
no one would put their kid on one,” Davies said.
“That’s what we’re doing. We hope, as scientists,
that the contrarians are right. It’s not fear mongering, it’s real.”
– chelsey.gensel@aggiemail.usu.edu
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THE CHART SHOWS what scientists predict will happen in the future due to global warming. Graph
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Dressing for your success

What to wear to an interview
By TAM ROUND
staff writer

Appearance sticks in the mind of employers long after a
job interviewing, making it imperative that students understand how to dress for success.
USU Career Services offers helpful suggestions to students
to improve their chances at getting a job. Randy Jensen,
assistant director of Career Services said, “The Golden Rule
for what to wear to a job interview is to dress one step above
what employees normally wear in the industry that you are
applying for. However, if a suit and tie is the norm, you do
not need to step it up to a tuxedo. You can never go wrong
with a business suit.”
Jensen cautions students who have unconventional looks,
including tattoos, piercings, and unconventional hairstyles
and color. Tattoos should be covered with clothing, any piercings other than the traditional one per ear for women should
be removed.
This is a good time to be clean cut. Men may want to
shave their beards and normal colored hair is a must, he said.
“Students may argue that this stifles their self-expression
and individuality, but they really need to look at it from a
potential employer’s point of view,” Jensen said. “Making it to
the interview point says that you have the skills and abilities
that the company requires for the position. They are looking
for someone who fits into their organization and appearance
is crucial in how they determine this.”
One huge mistake
he commonly sees is students wearing their regular school
attire to an interview if it happens to occur during a school
day.
“Students may think that an employer should understand
that they are in the middle of classes. The reality is that by
dressing casually an employer gets the impression that you
are unprofessional,” Jensen said.
Julie Hollist, director for The Cache Valley Visitors
Bureau, said when applicants comes in wearing jeans and a
T-shirt it shows they don’t care and is disrespectful. She said
students should be aware of this even if the position is an
unpaid internship.
“I don’t feel disrespected personally, but I’m especially
unimpressed when I see this,” Hollist said. “I want you to go
to a little effort (with your appearance) because that shows
me that you will bring that to your work as well.”
Hollist suggested that students research the company that
they are applying to. From the company or organization’s

Web site, students will learn what the business’ dress code is
and what their required duties may encompass. Four key points
employers look for are applicants’ interest, intelligence, initiative and enthusiasm for the job.
“I want you to show me how your skills will benefit my company and how you can be a successful part of our team,” she
said.
Hollist offered a tip for students nearing graduation: “Shop
for next spring’s interview suits now, while they are on the
clearance rack. Department stores usually have the previous season’s clothes marked down, so planning
ahead can save you some serious cash.”
Hollist also cautioned against wearing too
much, if any, perfume or cologne.
“Many people are allergic to fragrances. You
need to take this into account when getting
ready. Apply any scents at least an hour before
your interview and don’t drench yourself,”
she said.
As part of one’s attire, Hollist recommended that job applicants bring a notebook and pen in a portfolio or a briefcase to take notes during the interview.
She said it demonstrates one’s interest
in the position and is an excellence
source of information for follow-up
questions.
“A follow-up note, thanking the
interviewer and restating the strengths
that you will bring to the position, is
impressive and shows your initiative,” she
said.
In addition to advising students on what to wear in
job interviews, Jensen said Career Services, located on
the bottom floor of the University Inn, offers coaching
in a variety of other areas related to supporting USU
students in getting the jobs they want. Jensen said students should take advantage of the help, even if they just
want to drop by to get an opinion on their appearance
before an interview.
“We have a couple of mirrors for students to use
when they interview in our offices. I would add this
final tip: double check yourself in a mirror just before
going in to the interview,” Jensen said.
–tam.r@aggiemail.usu.edu

Secondhand Serenade to play at USU

By CHELSEY GENSEL
staff writer

The Kent Concert Hall on USU’s
campus will host Secondhand
Serenade Nov. 17 at 7:30 p.m. Tom
Atwood, owner of concert-promoting
company Pakt House Productions,
will bring the concert here after a
show in Blackfoot, Idaho, was canceled last month.
“When I work with an agent, it’s
never in my mind to bring them to
Logan,” Atwood said. “You want to
put them in Salt Lake, in a primary
market. This is a total fluke.”
Fluke or not, Atwood said the
band is pretty excited to be playing in Logan because Utah is one
of its biggest markets “in the entire
world.”
Secondhand Serenade’s single
“Fall for You” has been heavily featured on local station 94.5 FM since
it was released.
Atwood said the band hardly gets
any radio play in Phoenix and the
market has a lot to do with its live
shows and how it’s promoted.
This is the third show he has
booked for Secondhand Serenade,
including two others in Utah at
Thanksgiving Point.
“On their part, they trust me as
their promoter. They know I’ll put
them in a venue that will ensure a
successful show,” Atwood said.
He has relied heavily on radio and
Facebook campaigns to get the word
out about the concert, as well as
posters and flyers.
Local bands – Falk, Allred and
We Shot the Moon – will be opening
for Secondhand Serenade, and the
show will coincide with the release
of We Shot the Moon’s album release
the following day.
“They are just stoked to be on the

SECONDHAND SERENADE WILL be performing on Nov. 17 to the Cache Valley community in the USU Kent Concert Hall. Local bands, Falk, Allred and We
Shot the Moon, will be opening for the band. photo courtesy of TOM ATWOOD

same bill with Secondhand Serenade
again,” Atwood said of We Shot the
Moon.
Because this show is over a month
later than the original planned
show in Idaho, it isn’t part of a tour,
Atwood said. Usually, a band tours
with other bands that open for them
and the concert promoter often
doesn’t get to choose opening acts.
“I picked acts that are popular
here,” Atwood said. “Allred and We
Shot the Moon are personally two of

my favorite artists to work with.”
He expects the show to be well
attended and said his previous shows
with Secondhand Serenade drew
more than 5,000 people. He said this
show isn’t a sellout, but it’ll be close.
“The really interesting thing
about the timing of this show is that
people are catching Secondhand
Serenade right before a brand new
album release,” Atwood said.
Secondhand Serenade’s third
album will be released next spring.

“They’re gonna hear new material before anyone else does. What’s
going to be on the radio next spring,
they’ll hear at this concert,” Atwood
said.
A unique aspect of this particular
event is local and university involvement. KSM donated a guitar, which
Secondhand Serenade will sign, and
the USU Bookstore will give it away
in a drawing the day of the concert.
Only ticket holders can enter the
drawing by visiting the bookstore

and showing their concert ticket.
“It’s a brand new electric guitar,”
Atwood said. “That’s a way to get
people excited.”
Tickets are available at www.
boxoffice.usu.edu or by visiting the
Caine School of the Arts box office
or calling 797-8022. They will be
$20 in advance or $25 the day of the
show.

– pulcre.puella@gmail.com
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‘An Abundance of Katherines’
always makes for a good time
Recommended
self and his KatherineChelsey for
for readers lookdotted past – he has dated
ing for something
Gensel 19 girls, all who were named
amusing and difKatherine.
ferent or as a study
The ingenuity and
break. It will disfun in the book comes not
tract and entertain
from the storyline, although
without coming
it is laugh-out-loud funny
across as mindless. Grade B+
and has some poignant
The second of “An Abundance of
moments that any good
three published Katherines”
YA novel needs, but from
novels by bestsellthe math and word games
ing young adult
– what Colin thinks defines
(YA) author John Green turns the him – woven into the story in various
traditional bildungsroman (coming- conversations, memories and even
of-age) on its head, offering a raw, footnotes. Daniel Biss, mathematimatter-of-fact perspective in the form cian and friend of Green, contributes
of washed-up child prodigy Colin all the math (don’t worry, it’s not
Singleton.
essential to the plot that you underIn “An Abundance of Katherines,” stand the math; I know I didn’t) in the
Colin is a whiz at math, word games form of footnotes as Colin attempts
and memorization and was even fea- to align love and relationships into a
tured on the book’s fictional Kid’s TV mathematical theorem. He thinks disgame show, but now that he has been covering the key to this theorem will
freshly cut off from high school and put him in the footnotes of history as
his longtime girlfriend, Katherine, he something more than a burnout and
takes on the summer with an aim to solve his Katherine problem.
make himself meaningful.
Green also includes some handy
Colin and his trusty – but not entire- historical footnotes that add color
ly archetypal – sidekick Hassan take and context to the boy’s journey
to the road, where the book begins across the country.
to meander between Colin’s search Published in 2006, “An Abundance
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Why are you living
with a bunch of farm
animals?

Goodness is contagious

Check out
Forest Gate &
University Pines
Apartments

$1475 for Spring Semester

• Fully Furnished
• Utilities Included
• Private Bedrooms
• Great Parking & Location
• Wireless Internet & TV

454 N 400 E
forestgatemanagers@live.com

435-752-1516

Receive $100 off rent if you sign up for next school year by 02/07/10!
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hy do people do
nice things for other
people? I remember
once having a scintillating conversation with a former roommate about why people are
good. What possesses a person to do good? Is there always
an ulterior motive? Do people
only do good to suck up to
authorities? Do people only
do good to receive the praise
of others? Do people only do
good to feel happy inside? Is
it possible to do good and be
good for the sake of goodness
alone, without caring about
the consequences? What does
good even mean? Can good be
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of Katherines” was a runner-up for
the Printz Award in young adult literature, as well as an ALA Best Book for
Young Adults in 2007. The paperback
is available in a special edition for
$3.99.
If you’d like to suggest a book for
Chelsey Gensel to review she can be
reached at pulcre.puella@gmail.com

Students & Faculty
Receive

30% OFF

The Diamond Gall ery
Your Engagement Ring Specialist
435.753.4870 • 45 North Main
(Next to Persian Peacock & across from Tabernacle)

identified? Goodness gracious.
Good does not even seem like
a word any more. Good, good,
good, grood, goop.
On the whole, I think people are goop. I mean, good.
Sometimes goopy, but mostly good. I’d have to say that
people tend to try their best
at being their own creatively
unique version of good.
One reason I was attracted
to the USU campus as a senior
in high school was the overt
friendliness and helpfulness of
all the people I encountered
on my weekend visit. The lady
at the Admissions Office radiated amiability; the girl that
gave me my campus tour radiated good-naturedness; and
my future private violin instructor radiated encouragement.
At the risk of sounding pathetically sappy, even though the
weather was atrociously wet
and windy, I was warm and
fuzzy inside. Logan equaled a
weirdish bubble of comfort.
Many Fridays ago, as I
walked across campus with a
friend, a random guy smiled
a bright toothy one at me and
enthusiastically complimented
my jacket. And glasses. And
galoshes. And cheekbones.
He was wildly over the top,
causing me to goofishly grin
in return and thank him for his
verbal barrage of staggering
niceness.
But then I noticed the
badge on his shirt, which read:
Free Compliments. This student was mindlessly strewing
and spewing compliments to
anyone and everyone in his
line of vision. As soon as he
was done with me, he moved
onto my friend’s shorts. After
he was done with her, he
called out to another passing
student’s remarkable eyes.
Somehow my compliments

seemed diminished, knowing
that he was giving away these
pearly comments to anyone
and everyone.
But then again, I have since
decided that anyone who
chooses to spend his time in
a stationary spot on a busy
sidewalk on a Friday afternoon
to add more smiles into the
world is to be plainly and purely admired. His actions were
genuinely generating sincere
smiles from the hordes of students gloomily traveling from
class to class. He was ridiculous and he was excessive, but
he rocked my socks off and
changed my so-so day into
one that was extraordinary.
Nice words can do wonders
for a person suffering from the
pits.
Let me warm your heart
with a fuzzy story. I like to
call this story: The Pizza That
Just Keeps Giving. It goes like
this. Just outside of the LDS
Institute building, pizza was
being sold for lunch. Two slices
of pizza could be purchased
for a buck. Not shabby. And
when my friend and I chipped
in some more quarters to
buy an additional pair, I was
informed that they were selling
entire pizzas for a dollar to get
rid of the blasted things. For
the love of everything good
and holy, I bought an entire
pizza. After my friend and I ate
as much as we could, we still
had about half a pizza left. I
decided I would save it for dinner that night.
But as I rode my bicycle
off toward the Writing Lab, I
decided that my good fortune
ought to be shared with someone less fortunate. I sighted
a student that looked like he
could use a hearty lunch and
relinquished my half-pizza to
his possession. He was com-

pletely taken aback by the
unexpected offering of food. I
felt happy, he felt happy, and I
swear I could hear cheery blue
birds singing “Zippity Doo
Dah” in the heavens above.
Man, the high one gets from
giving is magnificent.
I parked my bike by the
Writing Lab and started working on my desperately due
assignment, whistling all the
while, when lo and behold,
the lucky victim of my pizza
approached me with a jolly
“hello.” He told me that he ate
my pizza, and after he ate my
pizza, he bought another pizza
for a dollar and proceeded to
give it to another stranger.
Doesn’t that make you
smile? Doesn’t it make you
want to believe that a whole
domino chain of pizza was
bought and shared? (No
pun intended.) Doesn’t this
instance give you hope in the
goodness of mankind?
But, sure, so what, big
whoop. It’s relatively easy to
be good to strangers. The great
paradox of human nature is
that it is not so easy to be good
to the people that are closest
to us -- the ones we supposedly love the most. It’s plumb
difficult. We are always hardest on those we know and love
most.
And this is my cue to burst
into maudlin song: “What the
world needs now, is love sweet
love; it’s the only thing that
there’s just too little of ...”
Melissa Condie is a senior
majoring in music
education.
Her column
will appear
here weekly.
Contact her at
m.condie@
aggiemail.
usu.edu

Witness payoffs alleged in
Northwestern investigation
By GEORGIA GARVEY
chicago tribune (MCT)

CHICAGO – Two witnesses in an investigation
by Northwestern University journalism students
told investigators they were paid, prosecutors
alleged Tuesday.
The witnesses, Tony Drakes and Michael Lane,
told investigators with the state’s attorney’s office
that they were given money in the hopes that
their statements that would help free Anthony
McKinney, convicted of the shotgun-slaying of a
guard in 1982, prosecutors said in court filings
Tuesday.
“This evidence shows that Tony Drakes gave his
video statement upon the understanding that he
would receive cash if he gave the answers that inculpated himself and that Drakes promptly used the
money to purchase crack cocaine,” the filing reads.
Professor David Protess of the university’s
Medill School of Journalism called the latest filing

by the state “so filled with factual errors that if my
students had done this kind of reporting or investigating, I would have given them an F.”
Protess, director of the Innocence Project,
acknowledged cab fare was paid but denied it was
in exchange for Drakes’ statement implicating
himself in the killing. In Lane’s case, Protess said
he could not discuss any off-the-record interviews,
even to refute their existence.
The document also argues the students acted
as investigators, not reporters, and as such aren’t
afforded protection from turning over their notes
or off-the-record interviews.
The court filings Tuesday were part of a series
of hearings aimed at determining whether or not
Northwestern will have to give the Cook County
state’s attorney’s office material like students’
grades and off-the-record interviews. The students’
efforts have won a new day in court for McKinney
of Harvey, Ill., and prosecutors say they are seeking
the information in preparation for that event.
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Spend a night in
someone else’s shoes

as yourself, come as a man or a woman or as a mixture. It’s like putting
everyone in a blender, and when we all come out, everyone is the same.”
He said at last year’s event there were not just gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgender
attendees but also straight people, including active members
Club New York in downtown Logan will play
host to the Gender Blender this Saturday, Nov. of the LDS community.
“It’s just sheer fun,” Cooper said. “We have great music, great costumes.
14, beginning at 7 p.m. The Gender Blender is a
The
most important part is it’s an open and welcome place to have fun. Be
party sponsored by, and a benefit for the Love Is For
prepared
to sweat and be prepared to laugh.”
Everyone (LIFE), a USU and Cache Valley Gay-Straight
The night will feature a performance by Beta Chicks, a local band, at
Alliance.
8:30 p.m., as well as an amateur drag contest at about
“The Gender Blender is
p.m. The Utah Statesman’s own Miss Jones, advice
one of my favorite events because
“It’s not just about one 10
columnist,
will be attending as an honored judge for the
people get to have fun and play
expression ... Come
drag show, Smith said.
around with gender expression,”
Kate Black, activities chair for LIFE, said there
said Maure Smith, director of
as yourself, come as
will
be
prizes,
including a Persian Peacock gift card, for
USU’s Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
a
man
or
a
woman
or
the
winners
of
the drag show. Tim Roghaar will be the
and Transgender Ally Services
emcee for the event. He has been the master of ceremo(GLBTA). “I think any chance
as a mixture. It’s like nies at Queer Prom in Salt Lake City.
to do that is a good one.”
Smith specified that her office does not sponThe Gender Blender, which putting everyone in a
sor
the
event,
there will be alcohol available at a
has been held annually for at
blender, and when we cash bar, but itsince
is important to her personally.
least the last 10 years, accord“One of the reasons this matters so much to us
all come out, everying to Smith, has typically
in
my
office
is that when we expect certain behaviors
emphasized men dressing as
one
is
the
same.”
–
E.
from
each
gender,
we don’t leave room for men who are
women and women dressing
sensitive, for example. That’s where homophobia comes
Cooper
as men to cross typical gender
from,” she said.
lines. This year, however, the
She gave the example of two male friends who
focus is on gender fluidity, which
attend
a
movie
and
sit
with
a “buffer chair” between them so they do not
Smith says includes both of those incarnations as well
as dressing androgynous, or as a combination of genders. appear to be gay.
“That’s just stupid,” Smith said. “Cultural expectations make it diffi“It’s a safe place for people to experiment with any
cult
for everyone to connect in meaningful ways, in not necessarily sexual
aspect of gender identity,” Smith said.
ways.”
E. Cooper, who has been president of the LIFE Club for
The dance will end at midnight and costs $10 per person or $18 per
about two years, said part of that fluidity is present in the
couple.
name of the event.
– pulcre.puella@gmail.com
“It’s not just about one expression,” Cooper said. “Come
By CHELSEY GENSEL
staff writer

Hundreds turn up at MW2 midnight showing

When I arrived at the Cache
Harrison
Valley Mall around 9 p.m. for
Chelak
the release party for “Modern
Warfare 2,” the atmosphere was
already teeming with excitement. Hundreds of gamers
Let’s go
showed up to wait the last few
hours before the game, quite
possibly the most anticipated
ever, was released at midnight.
To kill time, many people in “Modern Warfare 2”
attendance (me included) participated in an intense, singleelimination tournament of the first “Modern Warfare.” All
of the fan-boys there, even the spectators, sure knew their
game – an inexperienced player like me never stood a
chance.
At midnight, everybody dropped what they were doing
and immediately lined up to eagerly await their copy of the
game.
The first in line was a young man in full U.S. Army attire.
Mitch Metcaff explained why he had been at the mall since
6 p.m. earlier that day just to be first in line: “’Modern
Warfare’ was the best game ever for me. It was the first
realistic war game that used modern technology.”
Talking with various other gamers further demonstrated
a confidence that “Modern Warfare 2” could only improve
any problems the first game had, making it, to them, the
perfect game.
“Modern Warfare 2” is the sequel to “Call of Duty 4:

Gaming

Modern Warfare,” which some consider the best first-person shooter to date.
Born from the “Call of Duty” franchise, “Modern
Warfare” takes the fight out of World War II and drops
players in a near-future international conflict where they
take control of an elite soldier in a special task force that
performs several missions, using the most advanced weaponry available, to stop terrorist and insurgency groups.
But what makes “Modern Warfare 2” such a promising
title is its tight, balance online multiplayer. While you can
customize your weapons, upgrades and special abilities,
the outcome of the game still relies heavily on a player’s
skill.
High intense battles require
excellent reflexes – players constantly jump around corners and
appear in windows. After a solid
half hour of game time, you feel
jittery and paranoid – looking
around everything, spinning your
chair to check your back every
few seconds, all while retaining
that rush of excitement that you
experience when you are giving
punishment more than receiving.
I had a quick word with Mitch
after he got his prestige edition of
the game (complete with collector’s edition and working night-vision goggles) at exactly
midnight.

“I feel pretty great,” he said. “I can’t wait to start playing.” He rushed out the door and would go on what he
called a 72-hour nonstop gaming spree.
Mitch was not alone in this endeavor. Millions of players were completely absorbed by the game for the rest of
the week. Entire sections of the Internet were deserted
Tuesday as the gaming community participated in what is
considered to be the most important part of any hardcore
gamer’s life.
“Modern Warfare 2” sold 4.7 million copies, approximately $310 million, in the U.S. and the U.K. within the
first 24 hours it was available. On Wednesday, hundreds
of gameplay videos appeared all
over the Internet – ranging from
professional players getting 30plus kill streaks, to fun tricks people were finding about the game.
Just watching “Modern Warfare
2” is enough to get your heart
racing no matter the caliber of the
player.
If you like first-person shooters,
“Modern Warfare 2” is a musthave. But that’s just my opinion.
I want to know what you think
about the game.
Happy gaming – and, please,
don’t go 72 hours without sleep.
Send questions, comments and opinions about “Modern
Warfare 2” to H.Chelak@aggiemail.usu.edu

‘The Box;’ entertaining, not excellent
From its first frame, “The
Box” is different than expected. In a fashion definitive of
director Richard Kelley, the
trend continues throughout
the film.
At this point in the review,
I usually give a brief synopsis
of the film’s major plot arc, Grade C+
but beyond an explanation of “The Box”
the titular set piece and the
accompanying moral dilemma, it is almost impossible to explain what
the film is about. I’m still unsure whether
this is a mark of the movie’s brilliance or
its complete ineptitude.
Anyway, here it is. A struggling family
is visited by a disfigured stranger who
presents them with a box and a proposition. Atop the box is a red button, which if
pushed, will cause two things to happen:
1. Someone, who the family does not
know, will die.
2. The family will receive $1 million,

in cash.
Benjamin tax-free,
The question is posed:
Roden Are the participants in this

challenge willing to sacrifice
their desires for the sake
of human life? As might be
expected, this question is
quickly answered, and the
audience spends the next
hour and a half grappling
with yet another quandary.
Is Richard Kelly a genius, a
hack or simply an avid user of recreational medication?
Reanimated corpses, mind control and
government conspiracy are among the
list of laughably disparate plot elements
that are thrown at the audience along the
way. There are Kelly trademarks throughout – including portals, mysterious water
constructs and even the explicit reuse of
a diagram that first appeared in Kelly’s
first film, “Donnie Darko.” These recurring elements speak of the intriguing

Reel

Reviews

possibility of some sort
of overarching mythos,
but whether out of arrogance or lack of skill, Kelly
neglects to let us in on the
joke.
The overall production
of the film is competent
but not excellent. The
photography isn’t particularly inspiring but effective
in most instances. Frank
Langella’s performance
as the Faustian administrator of the mysterious
experiment is excellent,
and Cameron Diaz and
the obnoxious guy who
played Cyclops in “X-Men”
are lively enough as the leads. The music
is also worth mentioning; it contributes to
the film’s ever-present feeling of tension
and dread.
With the mainstream cinema market

suffused with place mat
blockbusters and remakes,
it’s refreshing and surprising to see a film like “The
Box” come lumbering
down the pipeline. “The
Box” is unique, entertaining and unashamedly
strange. It possesses some
stimulating and truly chilling moments but is unable
to satisfactorily reconcile
its various parts. Despite
flaws, it seems further evidence of the heretofore
unmet potential of writer and director Richard
Kelly.
If his failures, as “The
Box” certainly deserves to be called, are
this intriguing, Kelly’s successes might
someday make a place for him among the
great ones.
– be.ro@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Behind the scenes at the ice rink
By LANDON HEMSLEY
staff writer

Hundreds of Aggie Fans
see the Zamboni at every USU
hockey game.
Eccles Ice Arena manager
Cole Naegle guides “The Zam”
as it rumbles along, laying
down a fresh, new ice surface
for the players and officials
and maintaining a safe environment for skaters. Just as
quickly as the Zamboni enters
the rink, it’s gone, leaving a
brand-spanking-new ice surface behind it. Maintaining a
huge chunk of ice seems simple
enough, right? Wrong.
A lot more than what meets
the eye goes into the maintenance of the ice, the Zamboni
and the rink in general. In
fact, two Zamboni ice-cutters
are parked in the garage when
they’re not in use. A huge
tank of water that is directly
connected to the public sewage system sits in the corner
of the garage, waiting to melt
the contents of the Zamboni’s
ice tank. Two huge motors
and a pump cycle hundreds of
gallons of antifreeze through
roughly a mile of pipe to keep
the ice frozen. All of this is
equipment is kept behind a
concrete wall at the north end
of the arena, neatly out of view
to the average patron, and five
night managers keep the whole
thing running without a problem, day in and day out.
Naegle is one of the five
managers at the ice arena.
What is it exactly that night
managers of an ice arena do in
the course of their duties?

“I drive the Zamboni,”
Naegle said, “and I’m responsible for my staff, everything
here at the facility and the
safety of the patrons. We have
a lot of injuries. That’s kind of
a fun thing I get to deal with.”
Naegle said injuries on the
ice are a common occurrence
at the Ice Center, and that fact
was proved just hours after he
spoke. On Thursday, Naegle
had to call the paramedics to
assist a woman who fell on the
ice and landed hard on her
head.
“She’s at least got a concussion,” Naegle said. “She’s pretty
out of it. Anytime we have a
head injury of this type, we call
the paramedics to make sure
everything is all right.”
Naegle said he’s seen everything from cracked heads to
serious bruises to broken, protruding bones. Naegle also said
in the course of his four-year
employment at the Ice Center,
he has carted roughly 50 different people off the ice after
serious injury.
“It’s a daily thing, honestly,”
Naegle said. “Broken wrists,
split shins, split eyes, gashed
heads, concussions, you know.”
Naegle said one particular
injury sticks out in his mind.
“This happened before I was
a supervisor,” Naegle said. “I
was just a regular staff member, but there was a lady that
fell and broke her leg, and the
bone was actually sticking out
of her calf muscle. They had to
call the ambulance to get her
off the ice.”
Naegle said the cleanup
operation after such a terrible

“It’s a win,” said head coach Raegan
Pebley. That’s how Pebley summed up
her team’s effort Monday night. Pebley
wasn’t completely satisfied, but the
Aggies took care of business in their
preseason exhibition defeating the
Montana Tech Orediggers, 64-56.
When the Diggers visited the
Spectrum last year, the Aggies cruised
to an easy 73-46 victory. It could have
been first-game jitters or Montana
Tech’s 1-3-1 trap defense but USU came
out flat in the first half shooting a meager 37.9 percent from the field.
“I don’t think we came out with the
intensity we needed,” said senior center
Lydia Whitehead.
There were four lead changes and
seven ties in the first half, and neither
team led by more than six in the early
going. Both teams had ball-control
issues in the first half. USU turned the
ball over 14 times, just one less than the
Diggers’ 15. The Aggies calmed down
in the second half, turning the ball over
only six times.
“I definitely wasn’t thrilled with our
first-half turnovers,” Pebley said.
The Diggers led 22-16 with 7:10 left
in the first half when Whitehead hit a
layup that started an 8-2 run to put the
Ags up 26-24 at half.
The Aggies used their height to
dominate the boards grabbing 19 of
their 34 rebounds in the first half.
Whitehead led the way for the Ags with
nine rebounds and Utah State won the

Knee injury
turns tight end
to player/coach
BY USU ATHLETICS

ECCLES ICE ARENA MANAGER Cole Naegle drives the Zamboni at a recent USU hockey game.
The Zamboni is used to resurface the ice between periods. PETE SMITHSUTH photo

accident is miserable.
“As soon as the blood
hits the ice,” Naegle said, “it
freezes. We had to go chisel all
of the blood out of the ice, and
that was pretty gross.”
Beyond tending to the
victims of horrible injuries,
Naegle is in charge of keeping
an eye on the engine room
while on duty.
The engine room is behind
the wall just north of the
stands, where Aggie hockey
fans sit. Inside the engine
room, several large pipes, two
loud motors, a few odd-looking
tanks and a large pump work
together to keep the ice frozen.
The motors occasionally cycle
ethylene glycol, also known
as antifreeze, out underneath

the ice to cool it. While in a
maze of tubing, the 19-degree
fahrenheit glycol is heated by
the ice, which is maintained at
a temperature of just over 20
degrees fahrenheit, and carries
it back to the engine room.
Upon its return, the warmer
glycol is treated with ammonia, which once again reduces
the temperature of the glycol
to 19 degrees. Then the whole
cycle starts over again.
The tubing through which
the glycol travels is separated
into two different layers: one
that carries the cold glycol
through the concrete directly
underneath the 1.25-inch ice
sheet, and another that returns
the warmer glycol four feet
underground to the engine

room.
Brent Green, the independent refrigeration specialist
the Eccles Ice Center employs
to maintain the pumps, said
the entire pumping system
is worth roughly $500,000,
installed and operational.
Naegle also drives “The
Zam,” an ice resurfacer. The
conditioner, the black unit
located underneath the driver,
is its heart. First, the conditioner sprays down the ice with
cold water, turning loose snow
into slush. Then, two large
augers and a squeegee push
the slush up a tube and direct
it into the large tank located at
the front of the vehicle. After

- See ICE, page 10

Lady Aggies
work over
Orediggers
By TIM OLSEN
sports editor

TouchBase

rebounding battle overall, 34-26.
The Aggie post players looked sluggish and rusty. The combo of junior
forward Nicole Johnson and Whitehead
looked out of sync, especially in the
first half. Johnson turned things
around in the second half, scoring all
her 11 points.
In contrast, the Aggie guards
played with intensity, fighting through
screens and stealing Digger passes.
Senior guard TaHara Williams and
junior guard Alice Coddington played
exceptionally well defensively. LaCale
Pringle-Buchannan, junior college
transfer from College of Southern
Idaho, showcased her defense.
“We got some sparks of the bench
with LaCale. Defensively she was feeling
comfortable,” Pebley said.
In the second the Ags distanced
themselves from the Diggers with an
11-2 run, and Utah State led, 33-24,
early in the second half.
“I was really happy with how we
bounced back in the second half and
took better care of the ball a lot better,”
Pebley said.
The Diggers came storming back
with a run of their own. Guard Tabitha
Tomlinson hit a 3-pointer to give the
Diggers a 39-41 lead with 12:18 remaining in the game, but a Coddington
3-point shot sparked a 16-2 run that
put Utah State up for good. Coddington
finished the night with 14 points, seven
assists, and three steals.
The Aggies led by as many as 12
when the Diggers made one last effort
with a 6-0 run capped by a layup from
forward Lindsie Wilson.

When a window of
opportunity closes, it has
often been discovered that
the window to another
opportunity opens. The
collegiate career of Aggie
tight end Zac Zimmerman
fully exemplifies this.
Zimmerman, a senior
in his fifth year in the
program, has had a career
that has been littered with
injuries. After starting in
the Southern Utah and
BYU games, a knee injury
sidelined Zimmerman
yet again, and ultimately
ended his playing days as
an Aggie. However, the
senior was not done with
the football program.
“The coaches gave me
an opportunity to be kind
of a player and coach,”
Zimmerman said.
It is a position that he
has readily welcomed.
Perhaps it is a sign of
things to come in the life of
the injury-plagued athlete.
“I’m going for my master’s starting in January,” he
said. “I’m very interested in
coaching in the future.”
He has been helping out
with the coaching of the
young tight ends and helping out with the scout team
where ever needed and
has taken a load off of the
backs of the other coaches.
USU’s tight end coach
T.J. Woods chimed in about
the new player and coach.
“I think the thing that he
gives is enthusiasm and a
passion for the game,” he
said.

Cross country
competes in
NCAA regionals
BY USU ATHLETICS

JUNIOR LACALE PRINGLE–BUCHANON elevates for a jump shot against the
Montana Tech Orediggers Monday night in the Dee Glen Smith Spectrum. Pringle–
Buchanon was praised post-game by coach Raegan Pebley. CODY GOCHNOUR photo

The Aggies broke the Diggers’ full-court
press on the ensuing possession and
were able to hang to the victory.
Next up for the Aggies are the
University of Utah Utes. The Utes
haven’t been to the Spectrum since
Utah State brought women’s basketball
back in 2003. The Ags played the Utes
in 2007 in the Huntsman Center, losing
70-38.
The Ags host their in-state rival
Friday and definitely hope for a differ-

ent outcome. Whitehead, who started
her college career at Utah, said this
game isn’t any more meaningful than
the next one.
“We’re going to treat every game
as the most important game and right
now that’s next Friday,” Whitehead
said.
Tip-off against the Utes is at 7 p.m.
in the Spectrum.
– t.olsen@aggiemail.usu.edu

Utah State men’s and
women’s cross country
teams will compete in
the NCAA Mountain
Regionals in Albuquerque,
N.M., Saturday, Nov.
14. The Aggie men
won the Western
Athletic Conference
Championships, Oct. 31,
while the women took second place.
The USU men’s team
will run a 10k beginning
at 10:45 a.m., while the
women’s team will run a 6k
starting at noon. The races
will be held at the UNM
North Golf Course.
The Aggie men are
led by sophomore Brian
McKenna who was
named WAC Men’s Cross
Country Athlete of the Year
after winning the WAC
Championships on Oct. 31.
Doing well for the women
is sophomore Jessie Chugg,
who was the Aggies’ top
finisher at WAC championships, leading the team to a
second-place overall finish.
In the NCAA Mountain
Regionals last year, the
men placed 10th, while the
women finished eighth.
In both the men’s and
women’s regionals, the top
two teams at each meet
will earn automatic bids
to the NCAA National
Championships on Nov. 23
in Terre Haute, Ind.
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USU QUARTERBACK DIONDRE BOREL escapes a collapsing pocket against Nevada, looking for yards on the ground. Borel will lead
the Aggies against San Jose State Saturday at 1 p.m. in E.L. Romney Stadium. TYLER LARSON photo

Desperation time
By G. CHRISTOPHER
TERRY
assistant sports editor

On the heels of their most
devastating loss of the season,
the Aggies (2-7, 1-4 WAC) will
take on the San Jose State
Spartans, a team which has
faced the class of the Western
Athletic Conference the last
two weeks, and found itself
wanting.
The Spartans (1-7, 0-4
WAC) have managed only 14
points in their last two games,
as Nevada and Boise State held
them to a touchdown in each
game while running up 62 and
45 points, respectively.
Shortly before USU gave up
a season-worst 360 yards on
the ground to a Warrior team
that was only rushing for 80
yards per game, San Jose was
absolutely reamed by Nevada
for 517 yards on the ground
and eight rushing touchdowns.
With both sides recently surrendering Playstation-esque
rushing totals, Saturday afternoon’s battle of the WAC cellar-dwellers may end up being
a battle of which head coach
can hand off the ball the most.
“It was an extremely disappointing loss for us,” USU head
coach Gary Andersen said of

the Hawaii game. “I thought we
prepared well, and I thought
we would go in there and
play well on offense, defense
and special teams. We played
extremely poorly on defense
and that was disheartening.
Our inability to execute was
disheartening. Hawaii did
nothing different.”
San Jose State’s WAC-worst
rushing and overall defense
beckons invitingly to USU
tailback Robert Turbin, the
conference’s third-leading
rusher. Turbin averages 103.6
yards per game, and if he gets
his carries, breaking a long run
is not a matter of if but when.
However, Turbin’s talent was
not on display against Hawaii,
as the Warriors held him to 63
yards on just 13 carries.
“They controlled the run
game and Robert very well,”
Andersen said. “We had to
throw the ball to be successful.
I think we should have been
able to run the football better.
We need someone other than
Robert to step up and make
some plays. That starts with
the offensive line. We will see
exactly as we break down the
film. But hopefully we will
have the ability to run the
ball against them. That gives
Diondre (Borel) a chance to get

out and make some plays with
his arm and with his feet and
with his mind.”
San Jose State’s offensive
leader is junior quarterback
Jordan La Secla, who took over
for senior Kyle Reed during
the Spartans’ loss to Stanford.
La Secla has led San Jose to a
come-from-behind 19-9 win
over FCS Cal Poly but has been
unable to bag a win against an
FBS foe. Following the Nevada
embarrassment, La Secla is
ranked eight out of nine WAC
starting quarterbacks in pass
efficiency.
La Secla’s favorite target
is senior Kevin Jurovich, who
has 49 catches on the year and
averages 82 yards per game.
Andersen called Jurovich one
of the best in the conference.
He will be going against a
talented defensive backfield,
which got a boost from the
return of ace cover corner
Kejon Murphy against Hawaii.
Murphy’s first-quarter interception put USU in an advantageous position early on, which
the team was unable to capitalize on.
If the game is close, all eyes
will be on USU kicker Chris
Ulinski as he warms up on the
sideline. Missed field goals
have haunted USU lately and

O-town players: Bball to face Weber
By TYLER HUSKINSON
staff writer

The Utah State men’s basketball team will
receive its first test of the season tonight as it
travels to play in-state rival Weber State. The
Northwest Nazarene Crusaders and Trinity
Western Spartans weren’t much competition as
the Ags beat both teams in the Spectrum by an
average of 29.5 points.
In the Ags’ first exhibition game, junior forwards Nate Bendall and Tai Wesley dominated
the Crusaders down low, scoring 17 points each.
Preston Medlin and Tyrone White, both true
freshman, also scored double digits in their
Aggie debuts.
Jared Quayle stole the show in the Ags’ second exhibition game, scoring 19 points against
the Spartans. The Aggies were stiff on defense
against the Spartans, allowing them to shoot
only 27.6 percent from the field and 23.1 percent from 3-point land.
Weber State also experienced success in its
exhibition games. The Wildcats unashamedly
blew out the University of Colorado at Colorado
Springs Mountain Lions, 110-58. The Wildcats
lit up the Lions with 19 3-pointers, and Wildcat
point guard Damian Lillard was perfect from
the field against the Lions, hitting 8-of-8 field
goals and all six of his 3-point attempts. Quayle
will have his hands full tonight, as he most
likely will be assigned to guard Lillard. The
Wildcats had five players score double digits,
with two of those scoring more than 20 points
In its second exhibition game, Weber State

A TRINITY WESTERN DEFENDER grabs
onto Tai Wesley’s jersey in an attempt to slow
the Aggie power forward. Wesley leads USU into
its first game of the season against Weber State
Friday night in Ogden. TYLER LARSON photo

only beat Colorado Christian University, 75-65.
The CCU Cougars held the Wildcats to 44.9
percent from the field and only three Wildcats
scored double digits.

- See O-TOWN, page 10

may have cost the team the
game against Fresno State.
“Our kickers have been an
issue. It is an ongoing issue,”
Andersen said. “It was good
for a certain phase through the
season. We missed a field goal
again. You look at the first of
the year and evaluate things.
Every year you know special
teams is going to win or lose
some games, and we have lost
some this year.”
Another disappointment
from the Hawaii game was
quarterback Borel’s two interceptions. Up to that point,
Borel had taken care of the
football exceptionally well,
throwing only one pick in eight
games.
“I thought Diondre’s play
was very good,” Andersen said.
“He threw a couple picks, but
he was harassed all night long.
It wasn’t his best game, but he
played well enough for us to
win.”
Key to USU putting another
conference win between itself
and the WAC basement will be
red-zone offense. The Aggies
have moved the ball with
aplomb all year, but when
the field gets short in front of

- See TIME, page 10
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O-Town: Ags open season on road Time: Football needs a WAC win
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AGGIE WIDE RECEIVER STANLEY Morrison looks to gain yards after the catch against the
defense of a Louisiana Tech player during USU’s sole WAC win Oct. 24 in Romney Stadium. Morrison
ranks 10th in the WAC in receptions per game. PATRICK ODEN photo

GUARD-FORWARD TYLER NEWBOLD battles for control of the ball against two of the Trinity
Western Spartans. Newbold is one of four returning Aggie starters this year. TYLER LARSON photo

Last year, the Aggies upended Weber State in the
Spectrum, 75-49. Tai Wesley
led the way against the
Wildcats, barely missing a
triple-double, finishing with
14 points, 10 rebounds and
nine assists. Utah State shot 52
percent from the field and held
the Wildcats to a meager 38
percent. The Aggies took care
of the ball as well, committing
only five turnovers and dishing
out 16 assists.
Rewind back two years
ago when the Aggies played
Weber State on the road. The
Ags led with 5:44 left in the
game, but the Wildcats came
from behind and defeated

USU, 78-71. Former Aggie
center Gary Wilkinson scored
21 points and grabbed eight
rebounds. Jaycee Carroll
added 14 points of his own,
but it wasn’t enough for a Utah
State victory.
The Aggie
bench will need to play better
than it did last time on the
road against Weber State. The
Wildcat bench outscored the
Aggie bench, 24-15. USU will
also need a strong outing from
stars Tai Wesley and Jared
Quayle to defeat the Wildcats.
On the defensive end of the
ball, the Ags need to defend
the perimeter well tonight, as
the Wildcats have proven they
can hit the threes.

The Aggies are 8-2 against
the Wildcats over the past nine
years, but the Ags know they
can’t take anything for granted
in the Dee Events Center. Both
Aggie losses to Wildcats in
the past nine years happened
on the road: once in 2007 as
mentioned, and in 2001 when
the Wildcats hit a last second
three-pointer for a 67-64 victory.
Friday night’s tip-off is set
for 7:35 p.m. at the Dee Events
Center in Ogden.
– ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu.edu

Borel, the entire offense seems to have eggshells
beneath its cleats.
Andersen said red-zone failure “killed” the
Aggies against Hawaii.
“It gets very difficult down there when
they start doing different things in coverage,”
Andersen said in reference to his team’s redzone problems. “But that is a major issue on
offense and defense. What can we do? Can we
knock you off the football? For us to become a
good football program we have to have an identity on offense and defense. We are truly lacking
that.”
Ultimately, breaking down the matchup,
statistics suggest that while USU and San Jose
have similar records, USU is the superior team
this year. In 31 WAC statistical categories, some
more important than others, USU ranks in the
top third of the league in five categories, in
the middle in 14 and in the bottom in 12. The
Spartans are only in the top third in three categories, with seven in the middle and 21 in the

bottom third.
Looking more closely, San Jose ranks second in the conference in offensive red-zone
performance, scoring 93.8 percent of the time
however, this isn’t as impressive as it sounds, as
San Jose’s foundering offense has visited the red
zone only 16 times in eight games. By comparison, USU has had 31 red-zone attempts, converting them into points 83.9 percent of the time.
Andersen is not overlooking the Spartans,
even as nationally-ranked Boise State’s visit to
Romney looms next Saturday.
“They are always going to be athletic on
defense. They are going to come in here excited
to play,” Andersen said. “We have to be able to
run the ball. We have put a lot of pressure on
our quarterback this year to make a special play
and carry us down field. We can’t put our quarterback in that situation. It can’t be that hard to
play quarterback.”
– graham.terry@aggiemail.usu.edu

Ice: The Zamboni keeps it smooth
-continued from page 8
the slush is sucked away, a sharp blade cuts off roughly .25 inches from the surface of the ice. That
snow is also collected and directed to the ice tank. Finally, the conditioner deposits a fresh layer of
piping-hot, 120-degree water on the ice. The water freezes in minutes, leaving a new ice rink skating
surface behind.
Indeed, much occurs at the Eccles Ice Center beyond the view of the average patron. Naegle, however, said his job is not extremely stressful.
“I basically sit on my butt,” Naegle said before laughing in jest, “drive the Zamboni, and make
sure the ice is still frozen.”
– la.hem@aggiemail.usu.edu

WE DELIVER! Call us at:

435-792-3697
“Feed Your Friends”
Student Special
must show Student ID
2 Topping Big Daddy Pizza
(1 ft by 2 ft, 21 cut pizza)
Breadsticks
2 liter Pop

545 East 1400 North

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
IN FRONT OF LEE’S
specials end 11/26/2009
$10 delivery minimum
*1 special per customer

$14.99

Student Special with ID*
2 Large 1-Topping Pizzas
with Student ID

$7.99
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Feds move to seize 4 mosques, tower linked to Iran
NEW YORK (AP) — Federal prosecutors
took steps Thursday to seize four U.S. mosques
and a Fifth Avenue skyscraper owned by a nonprofit Muslim organization long suspected of
being secretly controlled by the Iranian government.
In what could prove to be one of the biggest
counterterrorism seizures in U.S. history, prosecutors filed a civil complaint in federal court
against the Alavi Foundation, seeking the forfeiture of more than $500 million in assets.
The assets include bank accounts; Islamic
centers consisting of schools and mosques
in New York City, Maryland, California and
Houston; more than 100 acres in Virginia; and a
36-story glass office tower in New York.
Confiscating the properties would be a sharp
blow against Iran, which has been accused by
the U.S. government of bankrolling terrorism
and trying to build a nuclear bomb.
A telephone call and e-mail to Iran’s U.N.
Mission seeking comment were not immediately answered. Nor was a call to the Alavi
Foundation.
It is extremely rare for U.S. law enforcement authorities to seize a house of worship,
a step fraught with questions about the First
Amendment right to freedom of religion.
The action against the Shiite Muslim
mosques is sure to inflame relations between
the U.S. government and American Muslims,
many of whom are fearful of a backlash after
last week’s Fort Hood shooting rampage,
blamed on a Muslim American major.
The mosques and the skyscraper will remain
open while the forfeiture case works its way

FEDERAL PROSECUTORS took steps to seize four U.S. mosques Thursday including the Islamic
Education Center, a grade school and mosque in Houston. AP photo

through court in what could be a long process.
What will happen to them if the government
ultimately prevails is unclear. But the government typically sells properties it has seized
through forfeiture, and the proceeds are sometimes distributed to crime victims.
Prosecutors said the Alavi Foundation managed the office tower on behalf of the Iranian
government and, working with a front company
known as Assa Corp., illegally funneled millions
in rental income to Iran’s state-owned Bank
Melli. Bank Melli has been accused by a U.S.

Treasury official of providing support for Iran’s
nuclear program, and it is illegal in the United
States to do business with the bank.
The U.S. has long suspected the foundation was an arm of the Iranian government;
a 97-page complaint details involvement in
foundation business by several top Iranian officials, including the deputy prime minister and
ambassadors to the United Nations.
“For two decades, the Alavi Foundation’s
affairs have been directed by various Iranian
officials, including Iranian ambassadors to

the United Nations, in violation of a series of
American laws,” U.S. Attorney Preet Bharara
said in a statement.
There were no raids Thursday as part of the
forfeiture action. The government is simply
required to post notices of the civil complaint
on the property.
As prosecutors outlined their allegations
against Alavi, the Islamic centers and the
schools they run carried on with normal activity. The mosques’ leaders had no immediate
comment.
Parents lined up in their cars to pick up
their children at the schools within the Islamic
Education Center of Greater Houston and the
Islamic Education Center in Rockville, Md. No
notices of the forfeiture action were posted at
either place as of late Thursday.
At the Islamic Institute of New York, a
mosque and school in Queens, two U.S. marshals came to the door and rang the bell repeatedly. The marshals taped a forfeiture notice to
the window and left a large document sitting on
the ground. After they left a group of men came
out of the building and took the document.
The fourth Islamic center marked for seizure
is in Carmichael, Calif.
The skyscraper, known as the Piaget building, was erected in the 1970s under the shah of
Iran, who was overthrown in 1979. The tenants
include law and investment firms and other
businesses.
The sleek, modern building, last valued at
$570 million to $650 million in 2007, has served
as an important source of income for the foundation over the past 36 years.

Diplomats: Iranian nuclear plant is 7 years old, too small for power
VIENNA (AP) — Iran’s recently
revealed uranium enrichment hall is
a highly fortified underground space
that appears too small to house a
civilian nuclear program, but large
enough to serve for military activities,
diplomats told The Associated Press
on Thursday.
Iran began building the facility
near the holy city of Qom seven years
ago, and after bouts of fitful construction could finish the project in a year,
the diplomats said.
Both the construction timeline and
the size of the facility – inspected last
month by the International Atomic
Energy Agency – are significant in
helping shed light on Tehran’s true
nuclear intentions.
Iran says it wants to enrich only to
make atomic fuel for energy production, but the West fears it could retool

its program to churn out fissile warhead material.
One of the diplomats – a senior
official from a European nation – said
Thursday that the enrichment hall is
too small to house the tens of thousands of centrifuges needed for peaceful industrial nuclear enrichment,
but is the right size to contain the few
thousand advanced machines that
could generate the amount of weapons-grade uranium needed to make
nuclear warheads.
The pauses in construction may
reflect Tehran’s determination to keep
its activities secret as far back as 2002,
when Iran’s clandestine nuclear program was revealed.
Citing satellite imagery, the diplomats said Iran started building the
plant in 2002, paused for two years
in 2004 – the same year it suspended

enrichment on an international
demand – and resumed construction
in 2006, when enrichment was also
restarted.
Since then, Iran has defied three
sets of U.N. Security Council sanctions aimed at forcing it to again
freeze uranium enrichment.
All of the diplomats have access
to information compiled by the
IAEA, and demanded anonymity in
exchange for discussing confidential
matters with the AP.
Iran informed the IAEA only
in September that it was building
the facility near Qom, leading the
U.S., British and French leaders to
denounce Tehran for keeping its existence secret. IAEA inspectors visited
the plant last month.
Iran says it fulfilled its legal obligations over when it revealed the plant’s

construction, though IAEA chief
Mohamed ElBaradei has said Tehran
was “outside the law” and should have
informed his agency when the decision to construct was made.
Western officials suspicious of
Tehran’s nuclear program believe
the Islamic Republic only decided
to inform the IAEA after it became
convinced that the plant’s existence
had been noted by foreign intelligence
services.
The Qom facility is the second
known Iranian plant designed for
enrichment. The first facility at
Natanz, revealed by Iranian dissidents in 2002, has since grown to
house around 9,000 centrifuges and
has churned enough low-enriched
uranium to turn into material for one
or two nuclear warheads.
Low-enriched material is suitable

for what Iran says will be a nationwide nuclear power grid. But that
stockpile can be enriched further to
weapons grade warhead material.
After years of expansion, the
Natanz program, which relies on
antiquated centrifuges based on black
market imports, appears to be running into problems associated with
increasing the number of operating
centrifuges.
The senior diplomat said Iran was
only using about 5,000 of the centrifuges set up at Natanz which were
turning out about 80 kilograms – less
than 200 pounds – of low-enriched
uranium a month. That, he said,
amounted to roughly the same output
using the same number of machines
as in September, when the IAEA last
reported on Iran to its 35 board member nations.
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Rommate needed
Roomate Wanted - looking for someone to fill
a room in a house, male or female. rent is
$240 a month + deposit, contract is up at
the end of the summer. No Smoking. Email
me for more info- jakethepaul@hotmail.
com
Apartments for Rent
Aggie Village Large Private Bedroom
Spring Contract: Female I am selling mycontract for a single Aggie Village Large Bedroom apartment. Will have a roomate but
you will have your own private room. Total
payment of $1633 is the total housing fee
you pay to the University which includes
all utilities, internet, cable, and most amenities. There is a laundry-mat on site with
hook-ups available in apartment. It is a
nice apartment, on campus (only a 10 minute walk), and near both Aggie Shuttle and
CVTS bus stops. The building, as well as
those surrounding it, are made up of mostly
first or second year graduate students and
juniors/seniors in undergrad. Email Kerry
if you are interested in buying the Spring
contract or in seeing the apartment or with
any questions! For a video tour you can go
to housing.usu.edu and click on housing
options then Aggie Village.
Aggie Village Large Private Bedroom - Spring
Contract: Female Selling my spring contract for a Large Private Bedroom in the
single student housing of Aggie Village.
Total housing fee for the semester (move
in anytime in Dec and move out end of finals week in May) is $1633 which is roughly
$400 a month. This fee includes all utilities.
Apartment is located on bus stops for Aggie Shuttle and CVTD, is a 10 minute walk
from campus. Apartment is fully furnished,
with a storage room on back patio, is a nice
place to live if you are a USU student look-

ing for a convenient living situation. Please
email me with questions or if interested
in seeing the apartment. Also, check out
housing.usu.edu to see a virtual tour of
apartment.
1-4 Male Openings in same house
1790 N 800 East. Close to North USU. $270
- $320 month. Garage Parking Available. 2
baths. NS*ND*NP
Female Shared Apartment for Spring 2010
2 Bedrooms, 1 Bath Middle floor Storage
Room AC/Heater Completely furnished
Laundromat Close to Campus CVTD bus
stop directly north of complex High speed
internet & basic phone line included in rent
Amazing Roommates!!! $825 a semester.
For more information visit their website
www.bridgerlandapartments.com or contact me by phone/email Michelle pixiedust_26@hotmail.com (801) 628-5282
Female Private Bedroom and Bathroom
YOU CHOOSE THE PRICE I am moving
out of the valley to do my student teaching, and need to sell my contract ASAP.
We will negotiate a price that works for
both of us! (Normal cost per semester is
$1530) Private room, private bathroom,
washer and dryer, great roommates, close
to campus. (Brentwood Apartments) Can
move in around December 10th. Call or
email for more info: 435 851 1219 or lifeisgreat2264@gmail.com
Awesome Female Contract For Sale!
Spring semester contract for sale in a great
apartment! Location is just two blocks from
campus. Also, very close to the bus stop for
the winter! Nice individual room and your
own bathroom! You can’t beat it. Please
come see the apartment and the individual
room for sale. Utilities are relatively cheap
split between you and 5 other girls. It’s the
best student housing I have found in Logan

by far! Because of this, no smoking, no
drinking, no pets. Great landlord that will
respond to your needs immediately. Contact Emily at 435-881-0576
LLC Housing Contract for Sale (Spring Semester) For sale: Housing Contract for the
Living Learning Community. It is $1450 for
the semester, but you can pay per month.
Each suite has up to 8 people living there
and has two bathrooms and a kitchenette.
There is also a full kitchen in the commons.
Please note that a meal plan is required
when living in the LLC. All utilities are included in the package and it comes with a
great community!
LLC shared room Contract
Living Learning Community Shared room
contract. I need to sell this because i can’t
afford the LLC anymore and i dont need
a meal plan. The LLC is a very pleasant
place to live. There are 8 people to a dorm
with cable hook up and a kitchenette in
each dorm. There is a plasma screen and
full kitchen shared in the common room of
the floor. The Ccst is 1450 for the spring
semester and you would also need to buy
a meal plan of 7 meals a week or more.
Please contact me if interested.
LLC Contract and Free Dinner!
Contract for LLC for Spring semester at $1450.
Male apartment. I will also buy you dinner
once you’ve taken over the contract.
On Campus Housing - I am selling my on campus housing for spring semester. It is for
Male or Female and it is good for anywhere
on campus. It includes utilities, cable, and
internet. $1,125 Meredith (435)849-0620
MUST SELL! Oakridge Apartment--3 Female
Private Rooms Availa MUST SELL. Transferring to another school, we need to sell
our contracts. There are 3 available private

rooms for girls to move in. The Rooms are
spacious with a closet, twin bed, and a
desk. The rest of the house is completely
furnished. Utilities are included in rent, internet and cable are also included. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS!!! Aggie shuttle picks you up
in front and takes to to campus for free.
FREE WASHER AND DRYER FACILITIES Game room,hot tub and pool. $335
a month, you can keep our deposits for the
contract. My roomates and I wouldnt think
about leaving this place if we werent transferring to a different school. Please contact
us ASAP for more information. Move in
middle of December or January 1st. (435)
881-8525 (435) 757-9195 Or contact us by
our email. amber.hirz@aggiemail.usu.edu
cydne.bodrero@aggiemail.usu.edu
Apartment Contract(s) for Sale
Cambridge Court Apartments. Female shared
room. $1163 for spring + refundable $175
deposit. There are two contracts for sale.
Can buy either one, or both. This is especially great for two friends looking to room
together for spring semester. Free wifi,
swimming pool, hot tub. Contact Jessica at
(435)764-1806 or Shauntelle at (435)7648714. Email: blueslugbug@comcast.net
Male Apartment Contract FOR SALE!! Selling apartment for spring semester 2010.
Will be available by mid November. Rent
is $217.50/month, utilities not included.
Located at 181 E 1000 N #5, right behind
PetSmart. Private room with a shared bathroom. Recently remodeled. ONLY 2 guys
live in the apartment right now, so you are
guaranteed your space. Washer and Dryer
hookups are available. It is only partial furnished so you will have to bring your own
bed and stuff. Will leave couch if wanted.
If interested please call me at (435) 7640024 or e-mail at m.baldwin@aggiemail.
usu.edu.

Female housing contract for Spring 2010
Two female housing contracts for the same
apartment at 3 University Hillway #6 Logan, UT for sale for spring 2010 semester.
Apartment is in great location right by campus, located directly behind the Institute
Building on Darwin Ave. Apartment is in
great shape, good kitchen, fully-furnished,
with nice shared bedrooms and plenty of
storage space. Rent is $1,290 for whole
semester and utilities are already paid for.
If interested contact either Tristan Morris
@ 801-809-1136, or Kirsten Smith @ 801913-2331.
Private Male Bedroom close to campus and
city bus route Private male bedroom for
rent in three room condo. $300 a month.
Includes utilities, cable, internet, heat &
A/C. Fully furnished. Big screen TV and
DVR. Short walk to campus. City bus stop
right around the corner. blair.j@aggiemail.
usu.edu
Female Contract for Spring Semester
$600.00 contract+150.00 deposit.

Utili-

ties between $20.00-30.00 a month.
$30.00 for internet for the semester-high
speed. Shared room. Fully furnished
kitchen and living room. Big bathroom
with two sinks. 4 Friendly roommates.
Tons of storage space. Great LDS student ward. Right down the steps of Old
Main,and a bus stop right across the
street! Great place to live! Need to sell
fast! Call 801-648-2514 and ask for Hayley.
Female Contract for Sale -Oakridge apartment. Available now. Rent is $335 a month,
but I will pay the deposit and one month for
you. Great roommates, private bedroom
with walk in closet. Utilities are paid for,
including FREE LAUNDRY. Please call if
interested
Shared Female Contract Right off campus!
(spring Semester) Great townhouse one
block west of campus at Hampton Ridge.
3000 sq feet. A shared room is available. It
is $1450 for the whole semester. The roommates are great!! Huge kitchen, loft with big
screen tv. Only built

UNIVERSITY 6

1225 N 200 E (Behind Home Depot)
• A CHRISTMAS CAROL* (PG)
IN DIGITAL 3D
1:35, 3:35, 5:35, 7:35, 9:35
• THE BOX* (PG-13)
1:15, 4:00, 6:45, 9:15

• 2012* (PG-13)

2:30, 5:40, 8:50

STADIUM 8

535 W 100 N, Providence

• MEN WHO STARE AT GOATS*

(R) 12:30, 2:40, 4:50, 7:00, 9:10

• A CHRSTMAS CAROL* (PG)

• A CHRISTMAS CAROL* (PG)

• MEN WHO STARE AT GOATS*

• PARANORMAL ACTIVITY* (R)

12:50, 2:50, 4:50, 6:40, 8:50

(R) 12:30, 2:45, 5:00, 7:15, 9:30

• 2012*

(PG-13)
1:00, 4:30, 7:40

• MICHAEL JACKSON’S
THIS IS IT* (PG)
1:30, 4:00, 6:45, 9:00

• FOURTH KIND* (PG-13)

1:05, 3:15, 5:25, 7:35, 9:45

1:00, 3:00, 5:00, 7:00, 9:00

12:35, 2:25, 4:15, 6:05, 7:55, 9:45

48 Continuous Hours of Screening of
“New Moon” Opening Weekend

MOVIES 5

2450 N Main Street

• WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE*

(PG) 4:05, 6:55 Fri/Sat 9:05
• COUPLES RETREAT* (PG-13)
1:00, 3:10 5:20, 7:30, 9:40
• WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE* 4:00, 6:30 Fri/Sat 9:00
(PG) 12:40, 2:50, 5:00, 7:10. 9:20 • VAMPIRE’S ASSISTANT
(PG-13) 4:15, 6:55, Fri/Sat 9:25
• THE BOX* (PG-13)
• CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF
1:20, 4:05, 6:30, 9:05
MEATBALLS* (PG)
4:10, 7:10 Fri/Sat 9:20
MIDNIGHT SHOWS FRIDAY & SATURDAY
UNIVERSITY 6 ONLY $5.50
• MICHAEL JACKON’S THIS IS IT*
*NO PASSES OR DISCOUNT TICKETS
(PG) 4:25, 7:10, Fri/Sat 9:25

• STEPFATHER* (PG-13)
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By Sally Dadisman
McClatchy-Tribune Information Services

Sink your teeth into
“Twilight” with this basic
A-to-Z guide to author
Stephenie Meyer’s vampirerelated universe. If you
haven’t yet been seduced by
the pop-cultural prowess of
the “Twilight” book series
(and subsequent film
re-telling), it’s not too late.
The saga’s second movie,
“New Moon,” is out Nov. 20.
But take note: There are
minor spoilers ahead.

ARIZONA. We’ll start out our list in the same place as the
books: Arizona. The book begins with Bella leaving her mom
and the sunny Southwest for her dad’s hometown of Forks, Wash.
BELLA. Bella Swan (bottom, center) is the human half of
“Twilight’s” heart, and also the novels’ narrator. She keeps to
herself, but quickly becomes the object of affection for many
boys as the new girl at school. Played by Kristen Stewart in the
movie franchise, Bella is also very accident-prone, stubborn
and inquisitive, often getting into danger.
CULLENS. The Cullen “family” is Washington’s very own
vampire coven (there are many around the world). While not related by blood, the Cullens are a close-knit group.
Carlisle (right), the group’s father-figure, is a
doctor from the 1600s who “turned” (as they
call creating vampires) people who were suffering and on the brink of death: “son” Edward
(bottom, center); Esme, now Carlisle’s wife; and
“daughter” Rosalie (bottom, right). Rosalie later
turned Emmett (bottom, left), who had been mauled by a bear
(they subsequently married). Teens Jasper (bottom, right) and Alice
(bottom, left), who met up with the family more recently, had been
turned by other vampires (and also are in love). Because vampires
stop aging after they are turned, the so-called teens, Edward,
Rosalie, Emmett, Alice and Jasper, are stuck eternally as high
school students. Jasper has assumed Rosalie’s given surname,
Hale, and they pose as adopted members of the clan.
DEER. The Cullens are vampire “vegetarians,” meaning
they don’t eat people. Instead, they hunt for wild game in the
woods. Edward’s meal of choice is deer. Many think Carlisle
and his clan just want to bond during their recurring “camping
trips,” in which they’ll feed in the surrounding parks for a few
days before returning to society.
EDWARD. Ah, Edward Cullen. The boy to which all “Twilight”
fans’ boyfriends will be forever measured against. Edward, played
in the movies by the swoon-worthy Robert Pattinson, is known for
his sensitivity and protectiveness. He’s always looking out for and
helping Bella, putting her needs before his, or anyone else’s. He
has been waiting for her for more than 100 years, after all.
FORKS, Wash. The majority of the action in all the books
takes place in Forks, Wash., a real town. Stephenie Meyer
found it after doing a search for the rainiest place in the U.S.
The rain was crucial because in the “Twilight” universe, vampires don’t go out in sunlight. Which leads us to ...
GLITTERING. Or maybe glistening. Or glowing. Whatever
you want to call it, vampires’ skin does it in the sunlight.
Humans would be a bit suspicious of this, so the vampires skip
school and work on the rare sunny days in Forks.
HUMANS. When not spending time with mythical creatures, Bella does have human friends at school. While popular
boy Mike Newton crushes on Bella, friend Jessica crushes on
Mike. There is also Eric (the nerdy one), Angela (the good
friend) and Tyler (the funny, cocky one), among others. These
characters ground the book, and along with Bella’s dad
Charlie, give Bella an escape from her sometimes crazy life.
IMPRINTING. Imprinting is like a very intense version of
love at first sight. When wolves first meet their (pretty literal)
soul mate, they imprint. This connects them whole-heartedly,
protecting and looking out for this person for a lifetime.
JACOB. Jacob Black (below with Bella) creates a triangle
for the Bella-Edward romance. A member of the Quileute
tribe, Jacob is the son of Charlie’s best friend, Billy Black. He
becomes Bella’s best
friend, but the friendly feelings are one-sided as he
tries to win her away from
archenemy Edward. Where
Edward is intense and
brooding, Jacob is lighthearted and carefree.
KISS. The hardest part
about dating a vampire? At any moment he could suck your blood.
You’ve got to have a lot of trust — and he’s got to have a lot of
self-control. Edward and Bella make it work, and their kissing
scenes are always fan favorites.
LION AND THE LAMB. “And so the lion fell in love with
the lamb,” is a popular “Twilight” quote, with Edward as lion
and Bella as lamb. A Google search for the phrase gives a gaggle of Edward/Bella/“Twilight”
-related hits, and fans even
have it tattooed on their
bodies.
I M AG E S C O U R T E S Y O F
S U M M I T E N T E R TA I N M E N T
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MIND-READING. All vampires have incredible speed and
heightened hearing, but some also gain a special gift — an
enhanced version of an existing gift from their former human
life. Edward can read people’s minds — except for Bella’s,
which intrigues him; Emmett is unbelievably strong; Alice can
foresee what will happen if you make certain decisions; and
Jasper can manipulate people’s emotions, to name a few.
NEW MOON. The title of the second book, a new moon is
when the moon is directly opposite the sun. Meyer says on her
Web site: “This is the darkest kind of night. New Moon is the
darkest period of Bella’s life.” The other titles: “Twilight,”
“Eclipse” and “Breaking Dawn” also refer to either moon/sun
activity and lightness and darkness.
OBSESSED. Fans are obsessed with Edward. Fans are
obsessed with Jacob. Fans are obsessed with wanting to be
Bella. Edward is a little obsessed with Bella. Bella is a little
obsessed with Edward. We could go on…
PORT ANGELES, Wash. Forks is a small town, so to go
shopping, patronize book stores or dine at Italian restaurants,
Port Angeles is where the kids go. It is the site of Edward and
Bella’s first unofficial date.
QUILEUTE. This Native
American tribe lives in La
Push, Wash., a coastal town
outside of Forks. The Quileutes
have a deal with the vampires,
or “cold ones,” that the tribe
would not reveal them to
humans as long as the vampires stayed out of La Push and refrained from feeding on humans.
The Quileute tribe has a secret of its own: at a certain age, selected
members turn into wolves. Sam Uley (center) is the pack leader.
ROBERT PATTINSON. We would be remiss not to mention
the pop-culture phenomenon surrounding “Twilight” that is
Robert Pattinson. His tousled locks send teen girls into a tizzy;
even though he has mentioned in media interviews his lack of
hair hygiene — sometimes going days, weeks without washing. Hair aside, fans love pondering rampant Stewart-Pattinson
dating rumors. Life imitating art?
STEPHENIE MEYER. Let’s not forget
who created this world. Meyer, who lives in
Arizona with her husband and three sons,
has said the idea for “Twilight” came to her
in a vivid dream. The author provided input
into the movie versions of her books, even
making a cameo in “Twilight.”
TEAM EDWARD ... OR JACOB? Once you have given in to
your inner 15-year-old, you must pick a side. There are those
who remain neutral, but we say if Bella can choose, so can you.
URGES. Obviously vampires have urges to drink human
blood — even “vegetarians” like the Cullens are tempted by a
human’s scent. But some urges are stronger than others. Bella’s
flowery scent is like Edward’s “own brand of heroin,” as he
states in the first movie. That’s how you know it’s love.
VOLTURI. Based in
Volterra, Italy, the Volturi is
vampire royalty, laying
down the law for the vampire world. Each member
has been chosen for an
intense, special power,
which keeps them intimidating enough to rule, while
helping to protect the world’s vampire community.
WOLVES. The Quileute members “phase” into wolves from
their human form; although often one doesn’t get to choose
when to phase. The wolves also have accelerated healing powers and while vampires are cold, wolves are known for running
hot. They also can communicate by reading each others’ minds.
X-RAY. Bella’s clumsiness often gets her into sticky situations. After almost getting hit by a van in “Twilight,” Bella is
given an x-ray by the good doctor Carlisle Cullen.
YOUNG LOVE. And that’s what it’s all about, folks. The
appeal of “Twilight” comes down to love — an intense love
between Bella and Edward (and Jacob); familial love among
the Cullens, Bella and Charlie. In the end, “Twilight” is a fantastical expression of young love at its finest.
ZEITGEIST. Love it, hate it or don’t understand it, the
“Twilight” phenomenon has contributed greatly to the recent
vampire-loving cultural zeitgeist. While you can argue it started
with Anne Rice and “Interview with a Vampire,” the blood-suckers have become unavoidable on the pop-culture landscape.
SOURCES: WWW.TWILIGHTLEXICON.COM, WWW.STEPHENIEMEYER.COM,
“TWILIGHT,” “NEW MOON,” “ECLIPSE,” “BREAKING DAWN,” ALL BY STEPHENIE MEYER
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TimeOut
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Mens Room Spring contract For Sale.
$225/month Stop Sign House -Great
Location if you are going to school at
Utah State. Super close within a block
of campus. -Great roommates all are returned missionaries. Lots of fun! -Great
place to study quiet study area. -Washer
and Dryer are available -WiFi internet is
available -Cable television. -This house
has a theater that can fit up to 60 people.
There is surround sound and a projector!
Great price, Great location. Feel free to
call me anytime or text me. My number
is (801)419-7636 my name is Jordan
Female Contract for Spring Semester
Maple View Apartments 657 E. 500 N.
Apartment #2,$600.00 contract 150.00
deposit. Utilities between $20.00-30.00
a month. $30.00 for internet for the semester-high speed. Shared room. Fully
furnished kitchen and living room. Big
bathroom with two sinks. 3 Friendly
roommates. Tons of storage space.
Great LDS student ward. Right down the
steps of Old Main,and a bus stop right
across the street! Great place to live!
Need to sell fast! Call 801-648-2514 and
ask for Hayley.
Female contract for spring semester
Female contract for sale for spring semester. Located at 709 East 900 North
Apartment 2, short walk to campus and
near Aggie shuttle and Logan bus system stops. Shared room for $800 with a
$150 deposit, UTILITIES NOT INCLUDED IN RENT. Four others live there now.
Fully furnished with cable hookups,
dishwasher, and disposal. Can pay extra for internet. If interested call Amber
at 801-662-9358

have your own room and share the
apartment with three other guys. Fully
furnished and free internet. Available
to move in starting in December call
(435)773-8932
Logan Landing Private Room For Rent,
female, private room shared bath with
one person. Laundry in the apartment
and pool, hot tub and gym in complex.
selling my contract that ends in April.
$250 a month plus utilities. Available
asap. If you want to move in during
November the rent is already paid!!!
Call 801.657.1732 or email chazy_ray@
yahoo.com
Appliances
Whirlpool Side-by-Side Refridgerator
Practically new refrigerator (only 1 year
old) with ice-maker only $650. Model
number: ED5CHQXTQ00. Moving and
must sell. Call Terry at (435) 363-6215.
Computers & Electronics
Wii + Controllers + Games + Guitar Hero
for only $200 Hardly been used! Had
it for a year and used it less than once
a month! All cables and wires included
(including manual). Three remotes and
one nunchuck. Wii games: The Conduit
(one of the Wii’s best selling games) Wii
Sports and Guitar Hero: World Tour with
one guitar included. Also several best
selling Gamecube Games: The Legend
of Zelda: Twilight Princess, The Legend
of Zelda: Windwaker, and the Sonic
Megacollection (classic Saga Genesis
games). Also one Gamecube controller
and memory card. E-mail me at brady-

2297 North Main, Logan
753-6444

Spring semester contract for sale: Rich
Hall $1,125 for spring 2010 semester
*Shared room, has kitchen and living
room *University Housing so you get access to a gym, computer lab, and math
tutors that are only for residents *Great
Social life in this area
Male contract: I am getting married and
need to sell my contract for spring semester. Great location within walking
distance of campus. Has a washer and
dryer. Each room contains a bathroom
and a shower. Just 1,075 for the semester or three payments of 359.00. please
call my cell phone 801-726-5289
Oakridge Apartment Contract
Spring Semester Oakridge Apartment
contract $1,490 for the semester. Includes Laundry, internet, cable, gym,
student recreation area, parking pass,
pool, and hot tub.
Spring Contract for sell
Male spring contract for Bridgerland apartments for sell, $800 plus $200 deposit
to Bridgerland apartments. You will

The Invention of
Lying PG-13
Daily 7:00, 9:20
No 9:20 on Sunday

Love Happens
PG-13

Daily 4:15, 7:00, 9:45
No 9:45 on Sunday
Sat. Mat. 11:45, 2:00

Up PG

Daily 4:30,
Sat. Mat. 2:30

Hurt Locker R
Daily 9:30
No 9:30 on Sunday

500 Days of
Summer PG-13
Daily 9:35
No 9:35 on Sunday

Harry Potter and
the Half Blood
Prince PG
Daily 3:45, 6:35
Sat 12:45

Surrogates PG-13
Daily 4:10, 7:15
Sat. Mat. 12:00, 2:15

dehart@gmail.com or call at 801-6782174
HP All-In-One Printer. An unopened HP
F4480 all-in-one printer with print, copy
and scan features. Got it free with a
computer purchase and don’t need it.
Asking $50. If interested, contact Logan
at logan.simmons@aggiemail.usu.edu
Jewelry
Beautiful Loose Diamond -EGL Certified
- .5ct brilliant round cut, clarity VVS2,
color H, If you want more info on the
measurements call me. You will not
find a better looking diamond than this

one. extremely clear and near colorless.
You cannot see any inperfections even
under a microscope. Valued at $1,600
Asking $1,200 OBO. Call Andrew @
801-661-6453 for more info
announcements
Christian Bible Study
Sunday, 7 p.m., Food Science Building
Room 202, www.hotm.tv

Emmanuel Baptist Church in Hyrum, worth
the drive! www.ebchyrum.com
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Friday

Nov. 13
Today is Friday, Nov.
13, 2009. Today’s issue
of The Utah Statesman is
published especially for
Haley Johnson, junior in
social work, from Pleasant
Grove, Utah.

Almanac
Today in History:
In 1953, Indiana
Textbook Commission
member charges
that Robin Hood is
communistic. In an
example of the absurd
lengths to which
the “Red Scare” in
America is going, Mrs.
Thomas J. White calls
for the removal of references to the book
“Robin Hood” from
textbooks used by the
state’s schools.

Weather
Saturday’s Weather
High: 39° Low: 20°
40% Chance of snow

Friday, Nov. 13, 2009

-Clean Drive, all day.
-Women’s basketball vs. Utah,
Spectrum, 7 p.m.
-Utah State hockey vs. Weber State,
Eccles Ice Arena, 7 p.m.
-Fry Street Quartet, Performance
Hall, 7:30 p.m.
-Men’s basketball at Weber State, 7:35
p.m.

Saturday

Nov. 14
-Clean Drive, all day.
-Cross Country Regionals, all day.
-Football vs. San Jose State, Romney
Stadium, 1 p.m.
-Gender Blender Ball, Club New York,
7 p.m.

Monday

Nov. 16
-Clean Drive, all day.
-Sustainability Week, Merrill-Cazier
Library, 8:30 a.m.
-International Fashion Show, TSC
Sunburst Lounge, 12 p.m.
-Movie Night, TSC Auditorium, 6
p.m.
-Brazilian Benefit Dinner, Alumni
Center, 6:30 p.m.
-Volleyball vs. Hawaii, Spectrum, 7
p.m.
-Women’s Basketball at Portland, 8
p.m.

Aggie Passport

You need to know....

Brain Waves • B. Streeter

The 2009 Aggie Passport
Experience is coming to a close.
Please submit your passport
with 6, 8 or 10 stamps to TSC
314 no later than Nov. 23. For
more information call 797-1132.

Clean Drive: Donate your
Incredible Inedibles. Graduate students from the FCHD department
are currently collecting nonperishable items: paper towels, paper
plates, diapers, cleaning supplies,
shampoo, soap and other sanitary
items for CAPSA. Collection boxes
The Senior Gift is a centurycan be found throughout camold tradition that helps seniors pus, including in the Family Life
gather together and leave their
Building, now through Nov. 16.
legacy at USU. Students are
Slow Food on campus – Join
asked to donate $20.09 toward
us for our next meeting Nov.
the campus maps. Donate online 18 at 7 p.m. in the Cache Valley
at www.usu.edu/seniorgift, click Unitarian Universalists Building,
on make a gift online or visit
located at 596 E. 900 North. Come
Old Main, Room 106
enjoy some tasty local food and
learn how you can get involved
with the Slow Food Movement at
The Undergraduate Research
USU.
Office would like to announce
The Religion in Life class will
the following date: Dec. 4,
be held Nov. 13 at 11:30 a.m. in
abstracts due for the National
the LDS Institute Cultural Hall.
Conference on Undergraduate
The speaker will be Elder Bruce
Research. Visit http://research. C. Hafen, who is currently serving
usu.edu/undergrad for more
as executive director of the priestinfo.
hood department. Prior to this
call he was a provost and professor
of law at BYU. LDSSA Ping Pong
USU Sustainability Week takes Tournament will be Nov. 13 at 8
place Nov. 16-19 in the Merrill- p.m. Come for an international
Cazier Library. Events during
Battle Royal. We will also be doing
the week celebrate the success
a humanitarian service project.
and promote awareness of susFull Circle and Velocity Dance
tainability efforts campus-wide. Companies present nationally
See activity schedule at www.
recognized Kelli Leighton for
sustainability.usu.edu. Prizes
an intermediate and advanced
are for the first 150 people.
workshop Nov. 21 from 10 a.m. to
1 p.m. in the Fieldhouse. It’ll be $5
for students, $15 for the public.
The Free Software and Linux
On Nov. 13, from 6-7 p.m.,
Club is having its Linux
the USU College Republicans
Installfest on Nov. 14 from 10
will be hosting a student forum
a.m. to 4 p.m. in ENGR 106.
with Senate candidate Time
Come and see what it’s all about. Bridgewater. This event is open
You don’t have to uninstall your to the public and will be held in
current operating system. For
ENGR 106.
more info e-mail fslc@aggiDESA invites everyone to its
email.usu.edu.
annual Silent Thanksgiving
Dinner. Sign language skills
are not needed to attend. It will
Bowling Tournament for USU
be held Nov. 19 at 6:30 p.m. at
students. Come bowl at Logan
Housing Support Services. DESA
Lanes on Nov. 13 from 2-6 p.m. members and children under 12
Tournaments will benefit the
get in free and $5 for all other
SEED program.
guests or a dish of food.

Senior Gift

Undergraduate

Moderately Confused • Stahler

Sustainability

Linux Installfest

Bowling tourney

More FYI listings, Interactive
Calendar and Comics at
www.aggietownsquare.com

